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The transition from vegetative to reproductive phase in angiosperms is 
controlled by endogenous and environmental signals. The four main floral-
promotion pathways converge on flowering pathway integrators such as 
FLOWERING LOCUS T (FT), SUPPRESSOR OF OVEREXPRESSION OF 
CONSTANS1 (SOC1) to promote flowering. SOC1 is expressed mainly in the 
leaves and SAM, and its expression increases as the plant proceeds through 
different developmental stages. Through SOC1 chromatin 
immunoprecipitation followed by tilling arrays (ChIP-chip), we have selected 
MIR156E as a potential downstream target of SOC1 and are currently 
examining how SOC1 represses MIR156E in the regulation of flowering time 
in Arabidopsis. In performing time-course analysis with Arabidopsis seedlings 
under long-day conditions, the expression of MIR156E decreased 
concomitantly with an increase in SOC1 expression as the seedlings grow. To 
study the relationship of MIR156E and SOC1, we have performed ChIP 
experiment using pSOC1::SOC1:2HA in soc1-2 transgenic line and 
demonstrated that SOC1 binds to the genomic region 2kb upstream of the 
MIR156E locus. Using an inducible pSOC1::SOC1:GR line in soc1-2 
background, we have demonstrated that SOC1 can directly repress MIR156E 
when the seedlings were treated with dexamethasone. The soc1-2 mir156e-1 
double mutant showed earlier flowering than soc1-2, suggesting that  
mir156e-1 rescues soc1-2 late flowering to a certain degree. These 
observations suggest that SOC1 regulates MIR156E at the transcriptional level 
to regulate flowering time in Arabidopsis. Further work would be needed to 
elucidate the mechanism of repression. 
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Flowering plants, also known as angiosperms, serve as the major source of 
food and products to humans. The angiosperms can be consumed either 
directly or indirectly through herbivores. Among the most important food 
plants on global scale, they belong to the angiosperms such as rice, wheat, 
soybeans, tomatoes and maize (http://faostat3.fao.org/home/E). Since 
angiosperms are sessile organisms that are constantly exposed to a wide 
variety of environmental stresses, the timing of transition from vegetative to 
reproductive growth, also known as the floral transition, is tightly regulated to 
ensure reproductive success. The floral transition is controlled by complex 
genetic networks that integrate both endogenous signals and environmental 
cues (Amasino, 2004; Balasubramanian et al., 2006; Blazquez and Weigel, 
2000; Boss et al., 2004; Cerdan and Chory, 2003; Halliday et al., 2003; 
Mouradov et al., 2002; Simpson and Dean, 2002).  
1.1 Research on flowering time before pre-molecular biology 
The regulation of flowering time has been extensively studied for the past 
century for crop improvements to feed the ever-increasing human population. 
From the olden days, humans have crossed closely related species to generate 
new varieties of crops that can flower faster and produce more yields in a 
limited amount of time. However, these efforts were not concerted until the 
Green Revolution in the late 1950s. This is the time when scientists and 
farmers came together from developing countries and set out to develop high 
yielding crop varieties of rice and wheat to be released to the farmers in Latin 
America and Asia. The collaboration between international agriculture 
research centres and national research programs had contributed tremendously 
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to the large increases in crop production from the 1960 to 2000 (Evenson and 
Gollin, 2003).  
From the early studies, it has been established that the length of the day is 
crucial to the time of flowering. Plants that can be induced to flower when the 
day length exceeds a certain threshold can be classified as long-day (LD) 
plants. Thus, if the plant flowers when the days are short and nights are long, 
the plant would be classified to be a short-day (SD) plant. Lastly, if the plant 
flowers independently of the length of the day, it would be classified as day-
neutral (DN) plant. The length of the day is subsequently known as the 
photoperiod, and this led to the question of how and which part of the plant 
determines photoperiod.  
One of the earliest studies conducted in the 1930s involved exposing different 
parts of the plants to light (Knott, 1934). It was discovered that the leaves, 
instead of shoot apex, can induce flowering upon exposure to light. Thus, the 
study implied that the leaves are necessary to sense day length and produce a 
flower-inducing signal that can be transmitted to the shoot apex. This was later 
formalised by Mikhail Chailakhyan, a prolific Russian botanist (Romanov, 
2012), to form the “florigen hypothesis” which means that the plants produce 
a florigen (or flowering hormone) that is responsible for triggering flowering 
under inductive conditions (Figure 1). To test the hypothesis, Chailakhyan 
grafted leaves from plants grown under inductive condition to plants grown 
under non-inductive condition and found out that the leaves are sufficient to 
induce flowering in the non-induced scions (Chailakhyan, 1936). In addition, 
the pattern of the movement of the florigen was found to be similar to 
photosynthetic products, suggesting that the florigen might be moving through 
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the phloem from the leaves to the shoot apex (Evans, 1971; Kavon and 
Zeevaart, 1979; King and Zeevaart, 1973; Turck et al., 2008; Withrow and 
Withrow, 1943). There had been much success on work done on other aspects 
of floral induction such as prolonged periods of cold, gibberellin hormone 
signalling and ambient temperature, however, it was until the advent of 
modern molecular biology and genetics that lead to the deeper understanding 







Figure 1. The “florigen hypothesis” induces flowering upon inductive 
conditions. 
Under inductive conditions such as suitable day length, the leaves produce a 
flowering hormone, also known as florigen, which can be transmitted to the 
shoot apex to induce floral transition (Chailakhian, 1970; Chailakhyan, 1936; 
Knott, 1934). This would lead to the growth of reproductive structures.  The 





1.2 Introduction of molecular biology into research 
It took nearly a century for Arabidopsis to be proposed by Friedrich Laibach 
as a model plant in 1943 from Gregor Mendel “Experiments in Plant 
Hybridization” of basic laws of inheritance in peas in 1866. (Mendel, 1866). 
Laibach started to work on Arabidopsis in 1907 and proposed the correct 
chromosome number in Arabidopsis during his PhD research (Laibach, 1907). 
At that time, it seemed that the small size of the plant and similar length of 
chromosomes were deemed to be unsuitable for plant research. Arabidopsis 
was not mentioned again until Laibach returned as a botanist and showed that 
the short generation time, high fecundity and ease of crosses make 
Arabidopsis an excellent model for genetic study (Laibach, 1943). In addition, 
Laibach and his students later proposed the use of natural variation for 
analysis of different agronomical traits such as flowering time and isolated the 
first induced Arabidopsis mutants through X-ray mutagenesis (Laibach, 1951). 
The study of mutants had popularized soon after and became the focus of 
Arabidopsis research almost to now (Koornneef and Meinke, 2010; 
Meyerowitz, 2001) (Figure 2).  
The last few decades have seen an amazing progress in our understanding of 
the molecular regulation of the floral transition. The timing of the floral 
transition depends on both environmental stimuli and endogenous signals. We 
are beginning to understand the key genes involved in various genetic 
pathways and how they integrate together seamlessly for a decision – to flower 










Figure 2. Central figures in the early years of plant research. 
Left to right: Gregor Johann Mendel; Friedrich Laibach; and Mikhail 
Khristoforovich Chailakhyan. Mendel established the rules of heredity, now 
referred to as the laws of Mendelian inheritance (Mendel, 1866). Laibach 
introduced the use of Arabidopsis as a model plant (Laibach, 1907). 
Chailakhyan form the “florigen hypothesis” through the grafting experiments 
in which the plants produce a florigen (or flowering hormone) in the leaves 





1.3 Environmental stimuli 
Plants are found in almost all parts of the Earth, surviving in widely different 
environmental conditions. Even within a specific location, the plants have to 
constantly adjust to dynamic environmental stimuli to maximise their 
reproductive success. Thus, the plants possess intricate cellular systems in 
order to survey or translate the environmental cues to molecular level, so as to 
synchronise plant developmental status. There are several distinct genetic 
pathways that enable the plants to respond to environmental stimuli.  
1.3.1 The photoperiod pathway 
The annual fluctuations in the day length have provided a reliable 
environmental cue regarding the timing of the year. Thus, plants have 
developed the ability to distinguish between varying lengths of daylight to 
control flowering at the appropriate time. It is of no surprise that flowering in 
response to photoperiod is the most conserved among all species of plants 
(Borthwick and Hendricks, 1960; Chailakhian, 1970; Leopold, 1951). As 
discussed above, the first few physiological experiments on plants showed that 
leaves can sense inductive day length and the flowering signal travels from the 
leaves to the shoot apical meristem (Chailakhyan, 1936; Knott, 1934). Using 
Arabidopsis as a model plant, we now have relatively conclusive answers on 
these two questions: how do leaves measure day length, and what is the 
flowering signal transmitted from the leaves to the shoot apical meristem. 
Arabidopsis is a long-day plant that flowers more rapidly under long days 
compared to short days. The first few mutants isolated in Arabidopsis were 
identified to be insensitive to inductive day length (Redei, 1962). Mutation of 
CONSTANS (CO) resulted in a late flowering phenotype similar to plants 
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grown under short days. CO, encoding a putative zinc-finger transcription 
factor, is under the influence of circadian clock. The expression of CO peaks 
late in the day in long days but after dusk in short days (Suarez-Lopez et al., 
2001). The CO proteins are found to be in the companion cells of the leaf 
phloem and they are stabilized by light but rapidly degraded in absence of 
light (Andres and Coupland, 2012; Imaizumi, 2010; Valverde et al., 2004). 
The oscillation of CO expression is controlled by three other proteins: 
CYCLING DOF FACTORs (CDFs), FLAVIN-BINDING, KELCH REPEAT, 
F-BOX 1 (FKF1), and GIGANTEA (GI) (Fornara et al., 2009; Imaizumi et al., 
2005; Sawa et al., 2007).  
1.3.1.1 Transcriptional regulation of CO 
Interestingly, these 3 genes CDFs, FKF1 and GI are under the regulation of 
circadian clock but they play major roles in controlling CO expression profiles. 
CDFs (CDF1, CDF2, CDF3, and CDF5) are transcription factors that repress 
CO expression during the morning (Fornara et al., 2009). FKF1 is an E3 
ubiquitin ligase (Nelson et al., 2000) and GI is a nuclear factor (Mizoguchi et 
al., 2005). Their expression is high in the afternoon under long days but not 
under short days. Together, they form a blue-light dependent complex to 
degrade CDFs in the afternoon, which in turn, would allow the expression of 
CO in the phloem (Fornara et al., 2009; Sawa et al., 2007). The complex can 
also bind to CO genomic locus, and directly activate CO expression (Figure 3). 
Thus, the level of GI proteins in the nucleus is directly correlated with CO 
expression. EARLY FLOWERING 4 (ELF4) protein can bind to GI and 
sequesters GI in the nuclear bodies away from the nucleoplasm (Kim et al., 
2013). Interestingly, the distribution pattern of GI within the nucleus oscillates 
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with the time of day with more GI proteins to activate CO expression in the 
nucleoplasm during the day. This also suggests that spatial regulation of other 
proteins within the nucleus is possible to regulate flowering time. 
There are other E3 ubiquitin ligases other than FKF1 involved in CO 
transcriptional regulation. Though their substrates have not been determined, 
DAY NEUTRAL FLOWERING (DNF) and EID1-LIKE PROTEIN 3 (EDL3) 
regulate photoperiod pathway by repressing and activating CO expression 
respectively (Koops et al., 2011; Morris et al., 2010). DNF is not acting 
through the FKF1/GI mechanism but likely to acts through another activator 
of CO expression (Morris and Jackson, 2010). EDL3 is rapidly induced under 
stress conditions and found to be downstream of phytochrome A-dependent 
light signal transduction (Marrocco et al., 2006). 
1.3.1.2 Post-translational regulation of CO protein 
The CO protein (also known as B-BOX DOMAIN PROTEIN 1, BBX1) 
contains two tandem B-box domains at the N-terminus and a CCT (CO, CO-
like and TOC1) motif at the C-terminus (Robson et al., 2001). The CCT motif 
contains a nuclear localization signal (NLS) and a DNA binding domain that 
interacts with CO responsive element (CORE) to activate target gene 
expression (Tiwari et al., 2010).  
Light is perceived by plants at different wavelength by specialized 
photoreceptors. There are 3 main classes of photoreceptors: Phytochrome (red/ 
far red), cryptochrome (blue) and phototropins (blue) (Briggs and Olney, 2001; 
Lariguet and Dunand, 2005; Millar, 2003).  CO protein stability is maintained 
by several light-dependent signals in the day (Valverde et al., 2004; Zuo et al., 
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2011). CO proteins are actively degraded by phytochrome B (PHYB) in the 
morning and CONSTITUTIVE PHOTOMORPHOGENESIS 1 (COP1), a 
RING-finger E3 ubiquitin ligase, and SUPRESSOR OF PHYA-105 (SPA1, 
SPA3, and SPA4) complex at night (Jang et al., 2008; Laubinger et al., 2006; 
Liu et al., 2008b; Valverde et al., 2004). The cop1 co double mutant resembles 
co single mutant under long days and short days (Nakagawa and Komeda, 
2004). Similarly, the early flowering phenotype of the spa1 mutant was 
suppressed by co mutation, suggesting that CO acts downstream of COP1 and 
SPA1 (Hoecker and Quail, 2001). The activity of COP1/SPA1 complex can be 
disrupted when cryptochromes (CRY1 and CRY2) binds to SPA1 in a blue 
light-dependent manner. CRY1 bound to SPA1 would prevent COP1/SPA1 
formation whereas CRY2 can form a tripartite complex with COP1/SPA1 to 
render it inactive (Lian et al., 2011; Liu et al., 2011; Zuo et al., 2011).  
As mentioned above in the transcriptional regulation of CO, FKF1 also 
interacts with CO protein through its Light-Oxygen-Voltage-sensing (LOV) 
domain in a blue-light dependent manner in the afternoon (Figure 3). 
Constitutive expression of FKF1 results in the stabilization of CO throughout 
the whole day (Song et al., 2012b). In addition, there is another E3 ubiquitin 
ligase involved in the post-translational regulation of CO. The HIGH 
EXPRESSION OF OSMOTICALLY RESPONSIVE GENE 1 (HOS1) binds 
to CO CCT-motif and degrades it in the morning (Lazaro et al., 2012). HOS1 
has been also suggested to play a role in cold stress by mediating degradation 
of a bHLH transcription factor INDUCER OF C-REPEAT BINDING 
FACTOR (CBF) EXPRESSION1 (ICE1) that positively regulates CBFs 
expression (Chinnusamy et al., 2007). 
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Lastly, CO proteins are found to be interacting with many other proteins such 
as the subunits of the NUCLEAR FACTOR-Y (NF-Y) complex, also known 
as HEME ACTIVATOR PROTEIN (HAP) complex or CCAAT box factor 
(CBF). CO can interacts with NF-YB (HAP3 or CBF-A) and NF-YC (HAP5 
or CBF-C) through the CCT motif (Ben-Naim et al., 2006; Wenkel et al., 
2006). Overexpression of NF-YBs and NF-YCs promote flowering whereas 
knockout mutants of those genes displayed late flowering phenotype (Cai et al., 








Figure 3. The photoperiodic regulation of CO transcriptional and 
translational expression. 
The top two panels show the transcriptional regulation of CO expression. The 
expression of CO peaks late in the day in long days but after dusk in short 
days. The CDFs (CDF1, CDF2, CDF3, and CDF5) are transcription factors 
that repress CO expression during the morning. FLAVIN-BINDING, KELCH 
REPEAT, F-BOX 1 (FKF1) is an E3 ubiquitin ligase and GIGANTEA (GI) is 
a nuclear factor. Their expression is high in the afternoon under long days but 
not under short days. Together, they form a blue-light dependent complex to 
degrade CDFs in the afternoon, which in turn, would alleviate the repression 
of CO expression. The middle two panels show the translational regulation of 
CO proteins. FKF1 can also bind and stabilize CO protein through its Light-
Oxygen-Voltage-sensing (LOV) domain in a blue-light dependent manner in 
the afternoon. The HIGH EXPRESSION OF OSMOTICALLY 
RESPONSIVE GENE 1 (HOS1) binds to CO CCT-motif (CO, CO-like and 
TOC1 motif) at the C-terminus and degrades it in the morning. CO proteins 
are also actively degraded by phytochrome B (PHYB) in the morning and 
CONSTITUTIVE PHOTOMORPHOGENESIS 1 (COP1), a RING-finger E3 
ubiquitin ligase, and SUPPRESSOR OF PHYA-105 (SPA1, SPA3, and SPA4) 
complex at night. The lower two panels show the transcriptional regulation of 
FT expression. The expression of FT peaks at dusk under long days but not 
under short days. CO can interacts with NF-YB and NF-YC through its CCT 




1.3.1.3 Transcriptional regulation of FLOWERING LOCUS T (FT) 
For the plant to flower, the signal of an inductive photoperiod needs to be 
transmitted from the leaves to the shoot apex. It might be intuitive that CO 
might be the long sought florigen, but several pieces of evidence suggest that 
the hypothesis is incorrect. The expression of CO in the shoot apical meristem 
does not induce early flowering. In addition, the expression of CO within the 
phloem companion cells is sufficient to rescue the late flowering phenotype of 
co mutant (An et al., 2004; Ayre and Turgeon, 2004). It was then speculated 
that FLOWERING LOCUS T (FT) protein might be the mobile signal 
required for plant to flower. FT was isolated by two independent groups using 
different methods: activation-tagging (Kardailsky et al., 1999; Weigel et al., 
2000) and T-DNA induced chromosomal deletion (Kaya et al., 2000; 
Kobayashi et al., 1999). The expression of FT, like CO, follows a circadian 
rhythm with the expression peaking at dusk under long days (Harmer et al., 
2000; Suarez-Lopez et al., 2001). The expression of FT remains at a basal 
level under short days but rise rapidly when shifted to long days (Corbesier et 
al., 2007; Yamaguchi et al., 2005). In addition, the FT expression pattern is 
similar to CO expression pattern in the phloem companion cells (Kotake et al., 
2003; Takada and Goto, 2003) (Figure 3).  
There are several lines of evidence to support that FT acts downstream of CO. 
The early flowering phenotype of SUC2::CO (CO driven by constitutive 
phloem promoter) can be suppressed by ft mutation (An et al., 2004). However, 
when SUC2::FT was introduced into co mutant, the late flowering phenotype 
was completed rescued (Yoo et al., 2005). In addition, using an inducible 
35S::GR:CO transgenic line, the expression of FT was found to increase 
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within 1h of induction in presence of dexamethasone and cycloheximide 
(Kobayashi et al., 1999; Samach et al., 2000; Wigge et al., 2005). These data 
suggest that FT is the primary target of CO in the phloem companion cells. 
1.3.1.4 Movement of FT from the leaves to the shoot apex 
As discussed above, the florigen needs to be transmitted from the leaves to the 
shoot apex. However, the nature of FT transmission was not determined. 
There are numerous experiments performed to suggest that FT could be 
moved as proteins from the companion cells to the shoot apical meristem. By 
using amiR-FT under 35S, SUC2 and FD (shoot apical meristem specific) 
promoters, it was found that only FD::amiR-FT failed to delay flowering. This 
indicates that FT mRNA is not needed at the shoot apical meristem to induce 
flowering (Mathieu et al., 2007). In another experiment, the expression of FT 
protein, fused with nuclear localisation signal (NLS), in the phloem 
companion cells prevented the induction of flowering (Jaeger and Wigge, 
2007). Similarly, the expression of SUC2::FT fused with 3 molecules of 
yellow fluorescent proteins (YFP) did not induce early flowering compared to 
35S::FT-3xYFP transgenic lines. The function of 3xYFP is to increase 
molecular weight of the fused protein and hinder intercellular transport. In this 
particular experiment, the 3xYFP was fused to FT with a tobacco etch virus 
(TEV) cleavage sequence. Upon cleavage with TEV protease expressed in 
vivo, the FT moiety was released and transported to the shoot apical meristem 
to induce flowering (Mathieu et al., 2007). The transport from the phloem 
companion cells to the sieve elements is mediated by FT-INTERACTING 
PROTEIN 1 (FTIP1), which is an endoplasmic reticulum (ER) membrane 
protein. FTIP1 share similar expression patterns with FT and can interact with 
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FT in companion cells. Loss of function of FTIP1 results in late flowering 
under long days, but not short days, suggesting that FTIP1 mediates the FT 
transport from the phloem to the shoot apical meristem (Liu et al., 2012). 
Taken together, FT protein is likely to be the florigen that is being transmitted 
from the leaves to the shoot apical meristem. 
1.3.2 The vernalization pathway 
In addition to light wavelength and photoperiod changes, the leaves also sense 
temperature fluctuations. The effect of temperature is considered to be a major 
determinant of flowering time. There are two ways in which temperature 
would affect flowering time: requirement of a prolonged period of cold before 
flowering and ambient temperature during vegetative growth. The requirement 
for prolonged period of cold, also known as vernalization, to induce flowering 
is common in plants at high latitude (Stinchcombe et al., 2004). This 
mechanism synchronise plant development so that they would flower at the 
same time after winter to increase reproductive success. In other words, the 
requirement of vernalization prevent premature flowering before winter season. 
Analysis of natural accessions of Arabidopsis thaliana revealed that FRIGIDA 
(FRI) and FLOWERING LOCUS C (FLC) play major roles in vernalization 
requirement between summer annuals (rapid cycling) or winter annuals 
(Alonso-Blanco and Koornneef, 2000; Lee et al., 1993a; Michaels and 
Amasino, 1999; Napp-Zinn, 1987). Both FRI and FLC are required for 
vernalization to occur (Koornneef et al., 1994; Lee et al., 1994a). FRI is a 
plant specific coiled-coil protein that is required for high levels of FLC 
expression. The common lab accessions such as Columbia (Col) and 
Landsberg erecta (Ler) each carry loss of function mutations in FRI (Clarke 
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and Dean, 1994; Lee et al., 1994b; Michaels and Amasino, 2001; 
Schmalenbach et al., 2014). FRI activates FLC through a co-transcription 
regulatory mechanism through interactions with a myriad of proteins such as 
nuclear cap-binding complex and AtWDR5 (a conserved subunit of the H3K4 
methyltransferase COMPASS/MLL complex) (Choi et al., 2011; Geraldo et al., 
2009; Jiang et al., 2009; Johanson et al., 2000).  
FLC is a MADS-box transcription factor that acts as a floral repressor to 
repress SUPPRESSOR OF OVEREXPRESSION OF CONSTANS 1 (SOC1), 
FT and FD (Michaels, 2009). After the winter season, FLC expression is 
repressed and remains mitotically stable until the next generation. This is also 
known as the “memory” of winter. There are two issues regarding the 
vernalization response.  
The first issue is how the plants repress FLC expression during the winter and 
the second issue is how the plants maintain the repression state after the winter 
season. It was through answering these questions that the word “epigenetics” 
come about. It has been shown that the stable repression through mitotic cell 
divisions was due to changes in the chromatin structure (Bastow et al., 2004; 
Sung and Amasino, 2004). In specifics, the levels of two repressive 
modifications, trimethylation of H3 Lys-9 (H3K9) and Lys-27 (H3K27), are 
increased at FLC locus after the winter season. There seems to be no 
involvement of DNA methylation in vernalization response (Finnegan et al., 
1998; Greb et al., 2007). Through genetic screens, there are several proteins 
found to be involved in the chromatin regulation of FLC in response to 
vernalization. The plant-specific plant homeodomain (PHD) 
VERNALIZATION INSENSITIVE3 (VIN3) of the Polycomb Repressive 
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Complex2 (PRC2) was induced during cold exposure (De Lucia et al., 2008; 
Wood et al., 2006). Even though the PRC2 complex is conserved in both plant 
and animals and involved in the repression of many genes, VIN3 is only 
linked to vernalization-specific genes repression (Kim et al., 2009). Similarly 
with VIN3, VIN5, which is a VIN3-like protein, is constitutively expressed to 
directly bind to H3K9me2 to repress genes from the FLC/MAF (MADS 
AFFECTING FLOWERING) family (Fu et al., 2007; Kim and Sung, 2013). 
The activity of PHD-PRC2 complex would leads to the deposition of 
H3K27me3 during winter season (Figure 4). There are several more 
mechanisms involved in repression because the expression of FLC was still 
found to be decreased in vin3 mutant (Swiezewski et al., 2009). The FLC 
expression can be also modulated by antisense non-coding RNA COOLAIR 
and its splicing by PRP8, sense non-coding RNA COLDAIR, regulation of 
gene loops and nuclear organisation (Crevillén et al., 2013; Helliwell et al., 
2011; Heo and Sung, 2011; Liu et al., 2010; Marquardt et al., 2014; 
Swiezewski et al., 2007; Swiezewski et al., 2009). These new pathways can 
act independently or in synergy to add to the complexity of vernalization 
response.  
The reprogramming of epigenetics states from the parental origin need to be 
reset in the offspring to ensure the next generation of plants can still respond 
to external stimuli such as vernalization. Thus, the repression of FLC locus 
after vernalization needs to be reset in the next generation to prevent 
premature flowering before the next winter. Recently, the mechanism of 
reactivation of FLC in the progeny has been elucidated. The hypomorphic 
mutation of EARLY FLOWERING 6 (ELF6) reduced the H3K27me3 
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demethylase activity and resulted in an accumulation of H3K27me3 in FLC 
locus in the next generation (Crevillen et al., 2014). Interestingly, the lack of 
ELF6 activity led to the transgenerational inheritance of a partially vernalized 
state, suggesting that there might be more regulators involved in the resetting 
of FLC locus. Lately, two FLX family members FLOWERING LOCUS C 
EXPRESSOR-LIKE 4 (FLL4) and FLOWERING LOCUS C EXPRESSOR 
(FLX) have been found to be non-redundantly required for the upregulation of 
FLC in Arabidopsis (Lee and Amasino, 2013). More in-depth studies would 
be required to find out the molecular mechanisms behind reactivation of FLC 









Figure 4. The vernalization of winter annuals.  
The requirement for prolonged period of cold, also known as vernalization, to 
induce flowering is common in plants at high latitude. This mechanism 
synchronizes plant development so that they would flower at the same time 
after winter to increase reproductive success. FLC is a MADS-box 
transcription factor that acts as a floral repressor to repress SUPPRESSOR OF 
OVEREXPRESSION OF CONSTANS 1 (SOC1), FT and FD. During winter, 
the plant-specific plant homeodomain (PHD) VERNALIZATION 
INSENSITIVE3 (VIN3) of the Polycomb Repressive Complex2 (PRC2) was 
induced during cold exposure. VRN3 recruits VRN5 and leads to the 
deposition of H3K27me3 on FLC locus. After the winter season, FLC 
expression remained repressed and remains mitotically stable until the next 




1.3.3 The thermosensory pathway 
Apart from day length and vernalization as environmental stimuli, the ambient 
temperature also contributes to the timing of floral transition. The ambient 
temperature can be defined as the fluctuations of physiological temperature 
that do not contribute to stress response. It is distinct from the prolonged 
exposure of cold, in which the plants need to undergo before flowering in the 
next spring. The fluctuations of ambient temperature affect a wide range of 
developmental processes and physiological conditions such as flowering time, 
seed yield, rate of net CO2 assimilation, number of chloroplasts and size of 
mitochondria etc (Balasubramanian et al., 2006; Cornic and Ghashghaie, 1991; 
Jin et al., 2011; Smillie et al., 1978). While the global temperature is set to rise 
1
o
C in the next century, some parts of Earth will warming more and some will 
experience cooling instead. Since ambient temperature changes can have 
significant effects on the biomass and seed yield, it is essential to understand 
how plants respond to fluctuations in ambient temperature. 
The response to ambient temperature changes varies between different plants 
or even within species. For Arabidopsis, the optimal growth temperature for 
growing and observation is usually at 22
o





C is sufficient to induce flowering under short days for some 
accessions (Balasubramanian et al., 2006). The induction of flowering was 
caused by the upregulation of FT expression (Song et al., 2012a). The 
mechanism of temperature sensing was not well understood for the moment 
but several cellular mechanisms, such as RNA folding and stability, protein-
protein or protein-DNA interactions and membrane fluidity, have been 
suggested to participate in determining temperature (Kumar et al., 2012; 
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Kumar and Wigge, 2010; Rosloski et al., 2013; Wildes et al., 2011). In 
Listeria monocytogenes, the melting of RNA hairpins in the untranslated 
regions (UTRs) has been found to be promoted by high ambient temperature, 
thereby altering the stability and degree of access by ribosomes (Johansson et 
al., 2002). For most genes at higher ambient temperature, the increase in 
transcription rate is correlated with the transcript decay rate. However, for 
temperature-responsive transcripts, the rate of transcription increased faster 
than the rate of decaying, resulting in a higher mRNA abundance (Sidaway-
Lee et al., 2014). Changes in membrane fluidity have been suggested 
numerous times in temperature sensing. In specific, the level of unsaturation 
of membrane fatty acids is inversely correlated with the ambient temperature 
(Falcone et al., 2004). At high temperature, the increased membrane fluidity 
can alter the activities of membrane-associated proteins or integral membrane 
proteins such as ion channels to regulate flowering time (Falcone et al., 2004; 
Los and Murata, 2004; Wallis and Browse, 2002).  
Ambient temperature can also affect other developmental processes such as 
hypocotyl elongation and leaf hyponasty (Balasubramanian et al., 2006; Gray 
et al., 1998). Leaf hyponasty refers to the upcurling of leaf due to the rapid 
growth of bottom layers of cells. These traits are also exhibited when plants 
are grown in shaded conditions and involve PhyB signalling (Halliday et al., 
2003; Whitelam et al., 1998). Under short days, the elevated ambient 
temperature would cause the basic helix-loop-helix (bHLH) transcription 
factor PHYTOCHROME INTERACTING FACTOR4 (PIF4) to be upregulated 
to promote FT expression (Kumar et al., 2012). The early flowering phenotype 
of PIF4 overexpression can by suppressed by loss of function of FT. In 
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addition, PIF4 and a close homolog PIF5 have been found to exert its 
functions during the night as warm nights induced flowering similar to 
constant warmth (Thines et al., 2014). In elucidating the mechanism behind 
these observations, it was shown that the histone variant H2A.Z occupancy 
decreased significantly when plants are grown in elevated ambient 
temperature (Kumar and Wigge, 2010). H2A.Z binds to DNA more tightly 
than regular nucleosomes, making the DNA less accessible to transcription 
machineries (Figure 5). The incorporation of H2A.Z into nucleosomes is 
mediated by ACTIN-RELATED PROTEIN 6 (ARP6), which is a subunit of 
the SWR1 chromatin remodelling complex (Krogan et al., 2003; Mizuguchi et 
al., 2004). Thus, in arp6-10 mutant, the reduced deposition of H2A.Z resulted 
in an early flowering phenotype similar to plants being grown at high 
temperature (Kumar and Wigge, 2010).  
In using natural accessions to screen for insensitivity to ambient temperature, 
it was found out that those accessions with non-functional fri/flc alleles 
flowered much earlier than those with FRI/FLC alleles (Balasubramanian et 





C in short days, exhibiting a low thermosensitivity toward ambient 
temperature. The causal gene was mapped to a deletion at the FLOWERING 
LOCUS M (FLM) locus, also known as MADS AFFECTING FLOWERING 1 
(MAF1), which encodes a MADS-box transcription factor (Werner et al., 
2005). Microarray analysis on plants grown under different ambient 
temperatures revealed that the splice abundance of different variants is 
significant altered, suggesting that temperature dependent alternative splicing 
could be a mechanism to regulate flowering time (Balasubramanian et al., 
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2006). Within the type-II lineage of MADS-box transcription factors together 
with FLM, SHORT VEGETATIVE PHASE (SVP), MAF2-MAF5 are also 
involved in the thermosensory pathway (Balasubramanian et al., 2006; Gu et 
al., 2013; Kim and Sung, 2010; Lee et al., 2007). Mutations of these genes 
result in temperature-insensitive early flowering. SVP and FLM have been 
known to interact genetically and their molecular mechanism has been 
revealed recently (Lee et al., 2013; Lee et al., 2007; Pose et al., 2013; 
Scortecci et al., 2003). There are two main splice variants, FLM-β and FLM-δ, 
which incorporate either the second or third exon into the mature mRNAs 
respectively. In elevated ambient temperature, the ratio of FLM-β / FLM-δ is 
lower, suggesting that FLM-β represses flowering at low temperature (Lee et 
al., 2013; Pose et al., 2013). Overexpression of FLM-β delayed flowering 
whereas overexpression of FLM-δ promoted early flowering (Pose et al., 
2013). Both FLM-β and FLM-δ proteins can interact with SVP, but only 
FLM-β and SVP can bind DNA in vitro in electrophoretic mobility shift assay 
(EMSA). This suggests that FLM-δ prevents SVP protein from contacting 
DNA in a dose-dependent manner (Pose et al., 2013). In contrast to FLM, the 
transcription level of SVP was only mildly affected by temperature. However, 
the SVP protein level is diminished at high ambient temperature, suggesting 
that SVP is less stable and prone to degradation at higher temperature (Lee et 
al., 2013) (Figure 5). In all, these results introduced new mechanisms on how 
temperature-dependent alternative splicing and protein abundance regulate 







Figure 5. Molecular mechanisms underlying the thermosensory pathway. 
The timing of flowering in regard to ambient temperature changes varies 
between different plants or even within species. The genes SHORT 
VEGETATIVE PHASE (SVP) and FLOWERING LOCUS M (FLM) are 
involved in thermosensory pathway. Under elevated ambient temperature, the 
differential regulation of FLM causes the FLM-β / FLM-δ ratio to be lower. 
Thus, the formation of FLM-β/SVP complex is outcompeted by FLM-δ/SVP 
complex. The FLM-δ/SVP complex cannot bind to the DNA and fail to 
repress downstream targets such as FT. In addition, the degradation of SVP 
proteins results in the activation of flowering under high ambient temperature. 
Furthermore, the basic helix-loop-helix (bHLH) transcription factor 
PHYTOCHROME INTERACTING FACTOR4 (PIF4) is upregulated under 
high ambient temperature to promote FT expression through H2A.Z repressive 




1.4 Endogenous signals 
1.4.1 The gibberellin pathway 
Gibberellins (GAs) is a large family of tetracyclic, diterpenoid hormones that 
are involved in a wide range of developmental processes such as seed 
germination, stem elongation, leaf expansion and flowering time control 
(Davies, 1987). GAs were first noticed by a Japanese scientist, Eilchi 
Kurosawa, who was studying bakanae, the “foolish rice” disease in rice. The 
rice seedlings infected with the fungus grew so quickly that they were unable 
to support itself and tipped over. The hormone was later isolated in 1935 when 
Teijiro Yabuta obtained the fungal strains (Gibberella fujikuroi) from 
Kurosawa. From then on, numerous GAs have been isolated and numbered 
according to the order of their discovery (Hedden and Phillips, 2000). The first 
large-scale genetic screen was done in 1980 when they isolate mutants that 
displayed poor germination and floral organ defects. These mutants can be 
rescued by exogenous application of GAs, suggesting that they are likely to be 
deficient in GAs biosynthesis (Koornneef and van der Veen, 1980). The first 
committed step in GA biosynthesis involves GA1, which encodes for ent-
kaurene synthase (Sun et al., 1992). The flowering of ga1-3 loss of function 
mutant is normal under long days, but interestingly, never flowers under short 
days unless supplemented with exogenous GAs (Koornneef et al., 1983; Sun 
et al., 1992; Wilson et al., 1992). This suggests that GA is required for 
flowering under short days only. However, this was not the case when the 
receptors for GAs were discovered (Ueguchi-Tanaka et al., 2005).  
Arabidopsis has 3 functionally redundant copies of GA receptors 
GIBBERELLIC INSENSITIVE DWARF 1A (GID1), GID1B and GID1C. 
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Mutation of all three genes resulted in late flowering phenotype even under 
long days (Griffiths et al., 2006; Willige et al., 2007). Further investigation 
revealed that there was a significant level of bioactive GAs in ga1-3 mutant, 
explaining the differences in the severity of phenotypes between ga1-3 and 
gid1 triple mutant (King et al., 2001; Silverstone et al., 1998). The genetic 
cross between co and ga1-3 mutants yielded a later flowering phenotype than 
either of the parents, suggesting that GA biosynthesis has an additive effect on 
co mutant in long days (Putterill et al., 1995). In shifting ga1-3 mutant from 
short days to long days, the plants can only flower upon the application of 
exogenous GAs, indicating that plant require both inductive photoperiod and 
production of GAs to promote flowering under long days (Hisamatsu and 
King, 2008). 
The receptors GID1 mediate GA signalling by interacting with DELLA family 
proteins. There are five DELLA proteins REPRESSOR OF ga1-3 (RGA), 
GIBBERELLIN INSENSITIVE (GAI), RGA-LIKE 1 (RGL1), RGL2 and 
RGL3 in Arabidopsis (Dill and Sun, 2001; Lee et al., 2002; Peng et al., 1997; 
Silverstone et al., 2001; Tyler et al., 2004; Wen and Chang, 2002). They are 
intracellular repressors belonging to the GRAS family of transcriptional 
regulators (Harberd et al., 2009; Sun, 2010). They can be distinguished by the 
N-terminal D-E-L-L-A motif from the other GRAS family members (Peng et 
al., 1997; Silverstone et al., 2001). Deletion of the DELLA domain in either 
GAI or RGA would confer insensitivity toward GA and a dark green dwarf-
like phenotype (Dill et al., 2001; Koornneef and van der Veen, 1980; Peng et 
al., 1997). Ectopic expression of GA-insensitive RGA and GAI in the leaves or 
shoot apex resulted in late flowering phenotype (Galvao et al., 2012; Porri et 
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al., 2012). It has been shown that GA de-represses the signalling pathways by 
degrading DELLA proteins through its DELLA domain (Dill et al., 2001; 
Silverstone et al., 2001). The GA-bound GID1 induced a conformational 
change on DELLA proteins, making them susceptible to 26S proteasomal 
degradation (Murase et al., 2008) (Figure 6). The GA-dependent degradation 
is dependent on SLEEPY1 (SLY1), which is an F-box containing protein that 
is part of the E3 ubiquitin ligase SCF complex (McGinnis et al., 2003). The 
sly1-10 mutant is insensitive to GAs and found to harbour high levels of RGA 
and GAI proteins. When the null mutants of rga and gai were crossed into 
sly1-10 mutant, the dwarf-like phenotype was completely suppressed, 
suggesting that RGA and GAI acts downstream of SLY in GA signalling 
(McGinnis et al., 2003). Exogenous application of GAs induces the expression 
of SOC1, AGAMOUS-LIKE 24 (AGL24), and LEAFY (LFY) under short days 
(Blazquez et al., 1997; Moon et al., 2003; Yu et al., 2002). LFY is a homeotic 
gene that control floral organ identity (Schultz and Haughn, 1991).These three 
genes are also floral integrators as they receive inputs from both photoperiod 
and vernalization pathways. The upregulation of AGL24 is dependent on 
SOC1 upon exogenous GA application and the agl24-1 soc1-2 double mutant 
does not flower under short days (Liu et al., 2008a; Yu et al., 2002). This 
suggests that SOC1 and AGL24 together regulate flowering in response to 
GAs under short days. Lastly, the exogenous application of GA also 
downregulates the expression of SVP (Li et al., 2008), resulting in a multi-
level approach to promote the flowering time both in long days and short days. 
While DELLA proteins have been shown to mediate GA signalling, they can 
also integrate inputs from other pathways. DELLA proteins can interact 
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physically with PIF proteins as mentioned in the photoperiod and ambient 
temperature pathway (de Lucas et al., 2008; Schwechheimer and Willige, 
2009). DELLAs binds to the DNA-recognition domain of PIF4 and blocks its 
transcriptional activity (de Lucas et al., 2008). In addition, two GATA-like 
transcription factors GNC (GATA, NITRATE-INDUCIBLE, CARBON-
METABOLISM INVOLVED) and GNL (GNC-LIKE) are found to be the 
targets of PIFs by ChIP assay. Loss of function of both GNC and GNL resulted 
in early flowering under long days. The triple mutant gnc gnl ga1-3 showed 
early flowering compared to ga1-3, suggesting that GNC and GNL are 
repressors downstream of DELLA and PIFs (Richter et al., 2010). This can 
also explain how plants can integrate both light and GA signals to regulate its 








Figure 6. The GA signaling in Arabidopsis. 
Gibberellins (GAs) is a large family of tetracyclic, diterpenoid hormones that 
are involved in a wide range of developmental processes. Arabidopsis has 3 
functionally redundant copies of GA receptors GIBBERELLIC INSENSITIVE 
DWARF 1A (GID1), GID1B and GID1C. The receptors GID1 mediate GA 
signalling by interacting with DELLA family proteins. There are five DELLA 
proteins REPRESSOR OF ga1-3 (RGA), GIBBERELLIN INSENSITIVE 
(GAI), RGA-LIKE 1 (RGL1), RGL2 and RGL3 in Arabidopsis. DELLA 
proteins mediate repression of GA responses. When GID binds to GA, it 
undergoes a conformational change to allow the interaction with DELLA. This 
induces ubiquitination of DELLA protein by SLEEPY1 (SLY1), which is an 
F-box containing protein that is part of the E3 ubiquitin ligase SCF complex. 




1.4.2 The autonomous pathway 
Mutants in the autonomous pathway are late flowering irrespective of day 
length. Most of the genes in this pathway suppress FLC expression to promote 
flowering. Thus, in performing genetic studies, the late flowering phenotype 
of autonomous pathway mutants can be rescued by flc loss of function. In 
other words, overexpression of autonomous pathway genes in Col accession 
would have little effects as the flc gene has been mutated. Those genes include 
FCA, FLOWERING LOCUS D (FLD), FLK, FPA, FVE, FY, 
LUMINIDEPENDENS (LD) and RELATIVE OF EARLY FLOWERING 6 
(REF6) (Noh et al., 2004; Simpson, 2004). They can be involved in either 
chromatin remodelling or RNA processing.  
1.4.2.1 Chromatin remodelling factors involved in autonomous pathway 
FLD is homologous to proteins in the mammalian histone deacetylase 
complex and have been shown to prevent hyperacetylation of FLC locus. Loss 
of function of FLD resulted in hyperacetylation of H4 and an increase of 
H3K4 dimethylation (He et al., 2003). There is another gene, FVE, which is 
homologous to mammalian retinoblastoma-associated proteins RbAp46 and 
RbAp48 (Ausin et al., 2004). FVE, together with MULTICOPY 
SUPPRESSOR OF IRA1 4 (MSI4), represses FLC expression through histone 
deacetylation mechanism (Ausin et al., 2004; Pazhouhandeh et al., 2011). 
Another gene, LD, encodes a transcriptional regulator containing two bipartite 
nuclear localisation domains and a glutamate rich region (Aukerman et al., 
1999). LD protein can be prevented from binding to FLC locus by 
SUPPRESOR OF FRIGIDA 4 (SUF4) protein (Kim et al., 2006). Interestingly, 
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the late flowering phenotype of ld can be completely suppressed by 
vernalization (Aukerman et al., 1999). 
1.4.2.2 RNA processing factors involved in autonomous pathway 
FPA and FCA acts in a partially redundant manner to regulate FLC expression 
(Baurle et al., 2007; Hornyik et al., 2010). FPA and FCA both contain RNA 
recognition motifs (RRMs) to mediate post-transcriptional modification and 
processing (Macknight et al., 1997). Though they have been suggested to be 
involved in alternative splicing of downstream genes, they are themselves 
subjected to alternative splicing events (Hornyik et al., 2010). Genetic 
crossing using fca mutant with other autonomous pathway mutant revealed 
that fca mutation is epistatic to fld mutation, suggesting that they belong to the 
same genetic pathway (Liu et al., 2007). FCA can interacts with FY, which is 
an RNA 3’ processing factor, to regulate FLC expression and FCA itself 
through the selection of polyadenylation site (Simpson et al., 2003). 
Interestingly, FCA is also implicated in regulating the thermosensory pathway 





1.4.3 The age pathway 
The newly identified age pathway can induce flowering in absence of 
photoperiod induction and gibberellins. In Arabidopsis, the vegetative growth 
can be divided into juvenile and adult phases distinguished by leaf 
morphology. The microRNA miR156 as well as miR156-regulated 
SQUAMOSA PROMOTER BINDING-LIKE (SPL) transcription factors are the 
major players that regulate the transitions between juvenile to adult vegetative 
phase as well as adult vegetative to reproductive phase.  
1.4.3.1 MicroRNAs biogenesis 
microRNAs (miRNAs) are 21-24-nucleotide (nt) long, small non-coding 
RNAs that regulate the expression of mRNAs containing perfect or near-
perfect complementary sequences. Since the discovery of miRNAs in 
Caenorhabditis elegans, over three hundred different miRNAs have been 
annotated in Arabidopsis (Lee et al., 1993b; Llave et al., 2002; Park et al., 
2002; Reinhart et al., 2002). They are involved in numerous developmental 
processes such as metabolism, stress responses and flowering time regulation 
(Lynn et al., 1999; Sunkar et al., 2007; Voinnet, 2008). miRNAs are most 
likely to be transcribed by RNA polymerase II as long primary transcripts 
called pri-miRNAs. Unlike other small RNAs, the pri-miRNA has to fold back 
to constitute a characteristic stem-loop structure (Bartel, 2004). The stem-loop 
structure is stabilised by the nuclear RNA binding protein DAWDLE (DDL) 
(Yu et al., 2008) before being processed by DICER-LIKE1 (DCL1) RNase III-
like enzyme into a 21-nt pre-miRNA hairpin structure (Kurihara et al., 2006; 
Qi et al., 2005). This process is assisted by the double stranded RNA binding 
protein HYPONASTIC LEAVES (HYL1) (Han et al., 2004; Kurihara et al., 
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2006) and the C2H2 zinc finger protein SERRATE (SE) (Grigg et al., 2005; 
Laubinger et al., 2008; Yang et al., 2006a). The processing accuracy and 
activity is enhanced by C-TERMINAL DOMAIN PHOSPHATASE-LIKE 1 
(CPL1) (Manavella et al., 2012) (Figure 4). HYL1 is protected by COP1 (as 
discussed in the photoperiod pathway) from N-terminal proteolytic cleavage  
to retain microRNA biogenesis (Cho et al., 2014). 
The pre-miRNA is processed by DCL1 for a second time into a 
miRNA/miRNA* duplex (without the hairpin) (Dong et al., 2008), that is in 
turn methylated by the S-adenosyl methionine dependent  
HUA ENHANCER 1 (HEN1) at the 2’OH of 3’ terminal nucleotide (Park et 
al., 2002; Yang et al., 2006b) for stabilization. Non-methylated 
miRNA/miRNA* duplex would be uridylated and subsequently degraded (Li 
et al., 2005; Ramachandran and Chen, 2008; Scott and Norbury, 2013). The 
methylated miRNA/miRNA* duplex would be transported from the nucleus to 
the cytoplasm with the help of HASTY, a homolog of exportin 5 in 
Arabidopsis (Park et al., 2005). Once in the cytoplasm, the duplex would be 
incorporated into RNA induced silencing complex (RISC) that is a multi-
protein complex. One of the key components is ARGONAUTE 1 (AGO1) that 
contains both an RNA binding PAZ domain and a PIWI domain related to the 
RNase H endonuclease domain (Vaucheret et al., 2004). Once loaded, the 
miRNA* passenger (antisense) strand would be degraded, leaving only the 
guide (sense) strand bound to AGO1 (Filipowicz et al., 2008; Guo and Lu, 
2010). The bound guide miRNAs strand is usually more stable than mRNAs 
and has a longer half-life of more than fourteen hours (Hwang et al., 
2007).The mature miRNA guide strand is used for post-transcriptional 
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regulation by the binding of 5’ seed (nucleotide 2-8) and anchor (nucleotide 
13-16) with target sequence in the mRNAs (Bartel, 2004; Grimson et al., 
2008). The binding of the miRNA to the target mRNA would results in either 
mRNA cleavage or translational inhibition (Fabian et al., 2010; Fukaya and 
Tomari, 2012; Jones-Rhoades et al., 2006) (Figure 7). In addition, the 
subcellular localisation of mRNAs translational inhibition occurs within the 
endoplasmic reticulum and requires the activity of integral membrane protein 





Figure 7. The pathway of plant miRNA biogenesis. 
microRNAs (miRNAs) are 21-24-nucleotide (nt) long, small non-coding 
RNAs that regulate the expression of mRNAs containing perfect or near-
perfect complementary sequences. miRNAs are most likely to be transcribed 
by RNA polymerase II as long primary transcripts called pri-miRNAs. These 
nascent transcripts are stabilized by DAWDLE (DDL) before being processed 
by DICER-LIKE1 (DCL1) RNase III-like enzyme into a 21-nt pre-miRNA 
hairpin structure. DCL1 require the assistance of double stranded RNA 
binding protein HYPONASTIC LEAVES (HYL1), a C2H2 zinc finger protein 
SERRATE (SE) and C-TERMINAL DOMAIN PHOSPHATASE-LIKE 1 
(CPL1) for proper processing. After another processing by DCL1, the 
miRNA/miRNA* duplex (without the hairpin) is methylated by the S-
adenosyl methionine dependent HUA ENHANCER 1 (HEN1) at the 2’OH of 
3’ terminal nucleotide for stabilization. The duplex is exported out into the 
cytoplasm with the help of HASTY and loaded into the multi-protein RNA 
induced silencing complex (RISC). RISC can regulate gene expression level 




1.4.3.2 Functional analysis of miRNAs 
MicroRNAs have been shown to regulate both the spatial expression and the 
levels of expression of target mRNAs. In some cases, the miRNAs and target 
genes are expressed in mutually exclusive non-overlapping regions that 
supposedly to define the spatial pattern of target genes. For example, the 
expression of miR172 defines the expression pattern of its target APETALA2 
to regulate flower development (Aukerman and Sakai, 2003; Chen, 2004). 
Most of the plant miRNAs have been analysed by either construction of 
miRNAs overexpression transgenic lines or expression of target genes without 
the miRNA binding sites. The overexpression of miRNAs would results in the 
downregulation of target genes and phenocopies the loss-of-function mutants 
of the target genes. The expression of miRNA-resistant transcript would 
results in a dominant phenotype that reveals the developmental processes that 
are regulated by the miRNA. As the loss-of-function mutants for miRNAs are 
extremely rare, the generation of miRNA-resistant mutant is used to determine 
miRNA function in vivo (Sieber et al., 2007).  
1.4.3.3 miR156 family in Arabidopsis 
The miR156 family is one of the most conserved families in plants. miR156s 
has been studied not only in Arabidopsis but also Arabis alpina, maize, rice, 
tomato and Cardamine flexuosa (Bergonzi et al., 2013; Chuck et al., 2007; 
Wang et al., 2011; Xie et al., 2012; Yoshikawa et al., 2013; Zhou et al., 2013). 
miR156s target a family of transcription factors SPLs to regulate flowering 
time in Arabidopsis (Bonnet et al., 2010; Cardon et al., 1999; Rhoades et al., 
2002). SPL transcription factors were first identified as nuclear proteins 
interacting with SQUAMOSA promoter in Antirrhinum majus inflorescence 
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extracts (Klein et al., 1996). There are 11 SPLs targeted by miR156s and they 
can be divided into two groups, represented by SPL3 (SPL3, SPL4, SPL5) and 
SPL9 (SPL2, SPL6, SPL9, SPL10, SPL11, SPL13, SPL13-like and SPL15) 
(Xing et al., 2010). The SPL3 group proteins size is smaller than the SPL9 
group proteins size with DNA-binding domain as the bulk of the protein. 
miR156s regulate SPL3 expression by binding the 3’ UTR and promotes 
mRNA cleavage or translational inhibition (Gandikota et al., 2007).  
The expression of miR156 is temporally regulated with higher abundance in 
seedlings and decreases with age (Wang et al., 2009; Wu et al., 2009; Wu and 
Poethig, 2006). The overexpression of miR156 causes late flowering 
phenotype and the effect is stronger under short days, suggesting that miR156 
acts as an age-dependent endogenous cue (Jung et al., 2011; Schwab et al., 
2005; Schwarz et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2009; Yang et al., 2011). 
Overexpression of miR156 using shoot apex specific promoter or phloem 
specific promoter causes late flowering (Wang et al., 2009), suggesting that 
miR156 regulate flowering time control at both sites. On the other hand, the 
overexpression of miR156 target genes such as miR156-resistant SPL3 results 
in early flowering, independent of day length (Wang et al., 2009; Wu and 
Poethig, 2006; Yamaguchi et al., 2009). Interestingly, though the 
overexpression of SPL9 causes the plant to flower early based on the number 
of leaves produced before bolting, the length of growth is similar to wild type 
(Wang et al., 2008). This suggests that SPL9 can delay the leaf initiation rate 
or plastrochron length.  SPL3 and SPL9 promote flowering in both shoot apex 
and leaves through activating different targets (Figure 8). In the shoot apex, 
SPL3 and SPL9 activate the expression of APETALA1 (AP1), FRUITFULL 
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(FUL), LFY and SOC1 (Wang et al., 2009; Yamaguchi et al., 2009). In the 
leaves, SPL3 and SPL9 can activate the expression of another miRNA, 
miR172b and FT to induce flowering (Kim et al., 2012; Wu et al., 2009). The 
targets of miR172 includes APETALA2-like (AP2-like) transcription factors 
such as AP2, SCHLAFMUTZE (SMZ), SCHNARCHZAPFEN (SNZ), TARGET 
OF EAT1 (TOE1), TOE2, and TOE3 (Aukerman and Sakai, 2003; Wu et al., 
2009). These AP2-like transcription factors delay flowering by repressing FT 
expression and loss-of-function of these genes results in early flowering 
phenotype (Mathieu et al., 2009). The early flowering phenotype was also 
observed when the miR172 was overexpressed under a constitutive promoter 
(Jung et al., 2007; Yant et al., 2010). Interestingly, AP2 regulates miR172 
negatively and miR156 positively. Thus, this would create a feedforward loop 
when the expression of AP2 is downregulated and coordinate the floral 








Figure 8. The age pathway in the leaf and shoot apex of Arabidopsis. 
The newly identified age pathway can induce flowering independent of 
photoperiod induction and gibberellins. As the plant matures, the expression of 
miR156 decreases. This would result in the increase in SPL expression in both 
leaves and shoot apex. In the leaves, SPL would induce the expression of 
miR172, which targets AP2-like genes that represses FT expression. Thus, the 
expression of SPLs would lead to the increase of FT expression. In the shoot 
apex, SPLs would activate the expression of SOC1, AP1, FUL and LFY to 





1.4.3.4 Crosstalk between the age pathway with other pathways 
There are several pieces of evidence revealing intimate links between the age 
pathway with other pathways. The effects of age and gibberellin pathways are 
more pronounced under short days. As discussed in the gibberellin pathway, 
DELLAs delay flowering by acting both in the leaves and shoot apex (Galvao 
et al., 2012; Porri et al., 2012). The application of exogenous GA does not 
accelerate flowering in miR156 overexpression lines under short days, 
suggesting that GA promotes flowering partially through repression of 
miR156 expression (Yu et al., 2012). SPL9 can interact physically with 
DELLAs and TCP4 to regulate its own transcriptional activities (Rubio-
Somoza et al., 2014; Yu et al., 2012). DELLAs inhibit SPL functions to 
activate miR172 in the leaves and FUL and SOC1 in the shoot apex. Thus, 
when DELLAs are degraded in response to GA, the unbound SPLs would be 
free to activate its downstream targets to induce flowering. SPLs are also 
involved in the heteroblasty (change in leaf morphology) during juvenile to 
adult phase transition. TCP transcription factors are mainly involved in cell 
growth and proliferation. The increase in SPL9 destabilizes the TCP-CUP-
SHAPED COTYLEDON 2 (CUC2) interaction and this would constitute to 
the activation of CUC complexes for proper phyllotactic pattern and organ 
boundary (Rubio-Somoza et al., 2014). 
The shifting of plants from short days to long days causes the upregulation of 
SPL3 and SPL9 in the shoot apex within 3 days. This induction is less obvious 
under co or ft mutants, suggesting that photoperiod pathway can influence the 
expression of SPLs (Schmid et al., 2003). SOC1, a downstream target of CO, 
can directly regulate SPL3 and in addition, the expression of SPL4 is reduced 
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in soc1 ful double mutant (Hou et al., 2014; Jung et al., 2012a; Melzer et al., 
2008; Torti et al., 2012). In sum, the age pathway is controlled by miR156 and 
its target SPLs to ensure flowering under non-inductive conditions and is 








Figure 9. Pathways controlling flowering time in Arabidopsis. 
Plants initiate flowering after a period of vegetative growth. During the 
transition from vegetative growth to reproductive growth, there are several 
pathways to maximize reproductive success and seed production. There are six 
major pathways: the photoperiod pathway, vernalization pathway, autonomous 
pathway, gibberellin pathway, ambient temperature pathway and age pathway. 
These pathways converge onto floral integrators such as FT and SOC1, which 




1.5 Convergence of signalling pathways to flowering pathway integrators 
Although the photoperiod pathway, vernalization, thermosensory, autonomous, 
GA and age pathways can act independently to initiate flowering, these 
pathways converge on common downstream targets such as FT, SOC1 and 
LFY (Figure 9). These genes are called as flowering pathway integrators that 
regulate the floral initiation genes. The upregulation of SOC1 in the meristem 
is one of the earliest events in the floral transition (Lee et al., 2000; Samach et 
al., 2000; Torti et al., 2012). SOC1, encodes a MADS box transcription factor 
that is conserved among flowering plants. The identification of SOC1 was first 
found through screening of CO overexpression using suppression subtraction 
hybridization assay. In 35S::CO:GR plants, the expression of SOC1 was 
elevated upon glucocortecoid treatment in the presence of cycloheximide, 
suggesting that SOC1 is a direct target of CO. Loss of function of SOC1 
partially suppressed the early flowering of 35S::CO transgenic lines (Samach 
et al., 2000). It was later found out that CO can also regulate SOC1 through 
the action of FT. However, SOC1 can also act independently of FT as the 
double null mutant ft soc1 demonstrated additive late flowering phenotype, 
suggesting that there are additional factors controlling SOC1 expression 
(Moon et al., 2005; Moon et al., 2003; Yoo et al., 2005). Thus, CO can 
directly regulate the expression of SOC1 through NF-Y-mediated H3K27me3 
demethylation or indirectly through FT (Hou et al., 2014; Moon et al., 2005; 
Yoo et al., 2005). The activated SOC1 gene is associated with the loss of 




In a separate study, SOC1 was also been identified through a screening of late 
flowering FRI FLC winter annual accessions. Gain of function of SOC1 
suppressed the late flowering phenotype, suggesting that SOC1 acts 
downstream of FLC (Lee et al., 2000). Further studies also showed that FLC, 
together with SVP, can bind to SOC1 regulatory sequences to repress the gene 
expression (Li et al., 2008; Searle et al., 2006). Taken together, the down-
regulation of FLC by vernalization would lead to de-repression of SOC1 and 
induce flowering.  
One of the close homologue of SVP, AGL24 acts a floral promoting 
transcription factor similar to SOC1. The loss-of-function of agl24 
demonstrated late flowering and the overexpression of AGL24 results in early 
flowering (Michaels et al., 2003; Yu et al., 2002). Interestingly, AGL24 and 
SOC1 overlap widely in their expression patterns and able to upregulate each 
other through a positive feedback (Liu et al., 2008a), suggesting that AGL24 





1.6 The activity of SOC1 protein 
The SOC1 protein is a member of the MIKC type MADS-box proteins that 
contains four characteristic domains, a MADS box (M) domain, an intervening 
(I) region, a keratin-like (K) box and a C-terminal (C) domain (De Bodt et al., 
2003; de Folter et al., 2005; Immink et al., 2010) (Figure 10). 
The MADS domain forms the DNA binding α-helix (α1) and two anti-β-
parallel sheets that are involved in the dimerization. The α1 helices of a 
MADS-box dimer interact to form an anti-parallel coiled-coil with basic 
amino acids facing outwards. This would facilitate the recognition of CArG-
boxes (consensus CC[A/T]6GG) on DNA molecules and create torsion of the 
DNA molecules. The I region determines the interaction specificity between 
different MADS-box transcription factors and other proteins (Immink et al., 
2010; Riechmann et al., 1996). The M and I domains are usually sufficient to 
form a DNA-binding dimers except for B-class floral homeotic genes (Huang 
et al., 1996; Riechmann et al., 1996). The K-domain consists of three 
amphipathic helices normally and they assemble into coiled-coil structures 
(K1, K2, K3) for protein interactions. The C-terminal domain is the least 
conserved region among those MIKC-type proteins but nonetheless, it is 
important for the functionality of the protein. The C-terminal domain can 
stabilize the interactions between different K domains or perform 
transcriptional activation activities (Fan et al., 1997; Honma and Goto, 2001; 
Immink et al., 2003; Pelaz et al., 2001). This part of the protein has changed 
considerably throughout evolution and it might be closely related to the 










Figure 10. Domain structure of SOC1 MIKC-type MADS box 
transcription factor. 
The schematic diagram of SOC1 MADS-, I-, K- and C-domains are shown to 
scale. The MADS domain forms the α-helix (α1) and two anti-β-parallel sheets 
that are involved in DNA binding and dimerization respectively. The 
intervening (I) domain is mainly involved in the dimerization. The keratin-like 
(K) domain can form amphipathic loops (K1, K2, K3) that are involved in 
intermolecular protein interactions. The C-terminal (C) domain is the least 
conserved and has diverse functions ranging from improving protein-protein 







Figure 11. Protein-protein interactions among MADS-box transcription 
factors. 
Picture adapted from Espinosa-Soto et al., 2014 with slight modifications. The 
physical interactions between different MADS-box proteins are mapped. This 
highlights the complexity of interaction specificity and indicates that SOC1 is 





MADS-box transcription factors do not exert their functions as monomers, but 
as multimeric (usually tetrameric) protein complexes with other MADS-box 
transcription factors (de Folter et al., 2005; Egea-Cortines et al., 1999; Immink 
et al., 2010; Riechmann et al., 1996; Yang et al., 2003). The ability for MADS 
proteins to form various homo and heterodimers with different properties 
contributes to differential gene regulations at the post-translational level 
(Espinosa-Soto et al., 2014; Marianayagam et al., 2004) (Figure 11). The 
tetrameric complex (consisting of two dimers) usually binds to two different 
sites at the regulatory regions of their downstream genes to induce physical 
changes such as DNA looping to change their transcriptional activities (de 
Folter and Angenent, 2006; Melzer and Theissen, 2009; Melzer et al., 2009). 
The interaction specificity is tightly regulated and linked to specific 
developmental processes. For example, the quartet model describes how the 
activity of four different MADS proteins form complexes to specify floral 
organ identity (Causier et al., 2010; Coen and Meyerowitz, 1991; Theissen and 
Saedler, 2001). In regulating the shoot inflorescence architecture, four MADS-
box transcription factors, SOC1, SVP, AGL24 and SEPELLATA4 (SEP4) act 
redundantly with AP1 to suppress TERMINAL FLOWER 1 (TFL1) in 
emerging floral meristem (Liu et al., 2013; Teo et al., 2014). In term of 
regulating flowering time, the MADS-box dimer consisting of SVP and FLC 
represses SOC1 and FT to delay flowering (Li et al., 2008). Through current 
experimental proteomic techniques and computational approaches, we are 
likely to uncover more protein interaction networks in different tissues and 
discover more about their interaction specificity (Cusick et al., 2005; Immink 
and Angenent, 2002; Shoemaker and Panchenko, 2007a, b). 
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1.7 Scope and objective of study 
Expression analysis of SOC1 has shown that it is expressed mainly in the 
leaves and SAM, with expression of SOC1 increasing as the plant proceeds 
through different developmental stages (Lee and Lee, 2010). Interestingly, this 
increase in SOC1 expression can be independent of photoperiod pathway 
(Moon et al., 2003). As discussed in Chapter 1.4.3, the microRNA miR156 
and its targets SPL transcription factors are involved in an age-dependent 
endogenous flowering pathway (Wang et al., 2009). The level of miR156s 
expression decreases concomitantly with the increase of SPLs during aging. In 
Arabidopsis, miR156s are encoded by many loci from MIR156A to MIR156H. 
Overexpression of miR156 significantly delayed the adult vegetative phase 
and floral transition (Schwab et al., 2005). The transgenic lines also produced 
a larger number of leaves with juvenile characteristics such as long petioles, 
almost round blades with smooth margin. The effects of microRNA could be 
down-regulated by overexpressing mimicry targets that harbours microRNA 
recognition site. The overexpression of miR156 mimicry targets induced 
flowering after production of a few adult leaves (Franco-Zorrilla et al., 2007; 
Todesco et al., 2010). The levels of mature miR156 remained relatively 
unaffected in mutants in different flowering pathways (Wang et al., 2009). The 
regulation of MIR156 during vegetative phase change remains largely 
unknown, but recently, miR156 levels has been found to be elevated through 
leaf primordia ablation, suggesting that leaves provide a source of miR156 
repressors (Yang et al., 2011).  
In Arabidopsis, there have been numerous reports regarding microRNAs 
controlling its target downstream genes. On the contrary, there have been 
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minimal reports on the regulation of microRNAs expression. The role of 
SOC1 as a floral integrator of major pathways is intriguing. Through SOC1 
chromatin immunoprecipitation followed by tilling arrays (ChIP-chip), we 
have identified many targets such as APETALA2 (AP2), AP2-like genes such 
as TARGET OF EAT 1 (TOE1) and SCHLAFMUTZE (SMZ) and as well as 
MIR156E (Tao et al., 2012). As the expression of SOC1 increases with plant 
age, we want to find out whether SOC1 plays a role in the endogenous aging 
pathway. We have selected MIR156E as a potential downstream target of 
SOC1 and hope to establish a direct link of SOC1 repressing MIR156E in the 
regulation of flowering time in Arabidopsis. To this end, the major objectives 
of this study are: 
1. To establish a direct link of SOC1 and MIR156E in Arabidopsis. 
2. To identify the mechanism of how SOC1 regulates MIR156E 
expression. 
3. To elucidate the biological significance of SOC1 regulating miR156E 










Chapter 2  
 
 




2.1 Plant materials and growth conditions 
The Arabidopsis plants were grown in growth room under LDs (16 h light/ 8 h 
dark) or SDs (8 h light/ 16 h dark) at 22 
o
C. For seeds that are planted on soil, 
they were first stratified at 4
o
C for 3 days before transferring to the growth 
room.  
For seeds that need to be grown on MS plate, they were first sterilised in 10% 
sodium hypochlorite for 30 min with agitation. The seeds were later washed 
with sterile water for three times before plating on MS plates containing 20 
mg/l hygromycin (for pHGW constructs) or 50 mg/l kanamycin (for pKGW 
constructs). The seeds were stratified for 3 days before being transferred to 
plant culture room under LDs. The resistant transformants were transplanted 
on soil for observation and seed collection.  
Arabidopsis ecotype Columbia (Col) and Wassilewskija (Ws) were used in 
this study. The mutant soc1-2 is in the Col background. The mutant mir156e-1 
(Ws) was obtained from INRA stock database and introgressed into Columbia 
(Col) by backcrossing three times.  
Flowering time was measured by counting rosette leaves when the plants start 
to bolt. This is when the flower stalk starts to elongate and the nutrients are 




2.2 Mutants or Transgenic lines genotyping 
2.2.1 Genomic DNA extraction 
Plant tissues (~1-2 leaves) were harvested in 1.5 mL Eppendorf tube. They 
were grounded in 120 µl DNA extraction buffer (0.2 M Tris-HCl, pH 9.5, 0.4 
M LiCl, 25 mM EDTA and 1% SDS (w/v)) using micropestle. The tube was 
centrifuged at maximum speed for 5 min to pellet the cell debris. The 
supernatant was transferred to a fresh tube containing 100 µl of isopropanol 
for DNA precipitation. Upon centrifugation at maximum speed for 10 min, the 
supernatant was removed and 150 µl 70% ethanol was added to wash the 
DNA pellet. After another round of centrifugation at maximum speed for 
10min, the supernatant was discarded and the pellet was air dried to remove 
residual ethanol. The DNA pellet was dissolved in water and measured for 
DNA concentration and purity using NanoDrop. 
2.2.2 Genotyping PCR 
PCR amplification was performed by mixing 50-100 ng of DNA template with 
standard PCR conditions (1x PCR buffer, 0.2 mM dNTP mix, 0.5 µM primers, 
Taq polymerase). There are normally 2 pairs of primers used to genotype T-
DNA insertional mutants, in which, one pair would be used to determine the 
presence of the T-DNA and the other pair to determine the presence of the 
wild type alleles. The primers are designed using online tool T-DNA Primer 
Design (http://signal.salk.edu/tdnaprimers.2.html). The reaction mixture was 
denatured at 95
o
C for 5 min, followed by 25-40 cycles of denaturation at 95
o
C 
at 30 sec, annealing at 50-65
o
C (depending on the primer annealing 
temperature) for 30 sec and extension at 60
o
C for 1-5 min (depending on the 
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amplicon size), and final extension at 72
o
C for 10 min. The PCR products 
were loaded into 1-3% (w/v) TAE gel with Atlas ClearSight DNA Stain 
(Bioatlas Cat. No. BH40501) and separated by gel electrophoresis. The results 
were visualised by Bio-Rad's Gel Doc XR+ system. 
Table 1. List of genotyping primers for soc1-2 and mir156e-1 mutants. 













2.3 Gene cloning and plasmid construction 
2.3.1 PCR product amplification and purification 
PCR amplification was performed by mixing 50-100 ng of DNA template or 
25 ng of plasmid with standard PCR conditions (as described as Chapter 2.2). 
After the products are separated by gel-electrophoresis, the PCR gel fragments 
were purified by FavorPrep™ GEL/PCR Purification Kit (Favorgen Cat. No. 
FAGCK 001) according to manufacturer instructions. The PCR products were 
mixed with 5 volumes of FADF buffer and transferred to the binding column. 
Upon centrifugation at 3000 rpm for 1 min, wash buffer (600 µl) was added 
and the column was left to stand for 1 min. Upon 2 rounds of centrifugation at 
high speed to remove residual ethanol, the PCR fragments were eluted with 
sterile water (22 µl).  The concentration of eluted PCR fragments was 
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measured by Thermo Scientific NanoDrop™ 1000 Spectrophotometer and 
used for digestion or sequencing subsequently. 
2.3.2 Digestion 
 For digestion, the PCR fragments (approximately 1 µg) were subjected to 
digestion using appropriate restriction enzymes and their buffer system. The 
reaction was incubated at 37
o
C for 4-20 h before the fragments were purified 
either by gel purification or PCR purification. 
2.3.3 Ligation 
The PCR fragments were ligated to the vector in the ratio of 3:1 using T4 
ligase (ThermoScientific Cat. No. EL0014). The reactions were either 
incubated at room temperature for 1 h or at 16
o
C overnight before 
transformation.  
2.3.4 Heat shock transformation 
The E. coli (XL1-blue) competent cells were thawed on ice for 15 min. The 
ligation mix were mixed into the thawed competent cells and allowed for 
incubation on ice for 20 min. The cells were subjected to heat shock in water 
(42
o
C) for 45 sec and allowed for recovery on ice for 1 min. After addition of 
cold LB medium (1 ml), the cells were placed in 37
o
C incubator under 220 
rpm shaking for 1 h. The cells were then pelleted down by centrifugation at 
5000 rpm for 3 min and spread on LB agar plates with the appropriate 
antibiotics. The plates were placed in a 37
o
C incubator overnight for growth. 
2.3.5 Colony PCR 
For selection of the desired plasmids, colony PCR was performed. The 
colonies were selected from the plate and mixed into 6 µl of sterile water. Of 
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that, 1.5 µl was used for PCR analysis using specific primers. Upon agarose 
gel electrophoresis, the colonies with the correct band size can be selected. 
Positive clones were then grown in LB medium with appropriate antibiotics 
(100 mg/l ampicillin, 50 mg/l kanamycin or 50 mg/l spectinomycin) at 37
o
C 
overnight with vigorous shaking.  
2.3.6 Plasmid DNA extraction 
Plasmids were then purified using Favorgen Miniprep Kit (Cat. No. FAPDE 
001) following manufacturer instructions. The culture was transferred to a 1.5 
ml Eppendorf tubes and pelleted at maximum speed for 2 min. After removing 
the supernatant, the pellet was resuspended with P1 buffer (200 ul). The cells 
were lysed by adding P2 buffer (200 µl) and mixed well by inversion. After 
neutralisation with P3 buffer (300 µl), the lysate was transferred to the binding 
column. After centrifugation for 1 min at high speed, the column was washed 
with W1 buffer and Wash Buffer. The column was centrifuged at high speed 
for 3 min to remove residual ethanol before eluting the plasmid with sterile 
water (42 µl). The concentration and purity of the plasmids were measured 
using NanoDrop. 
2.3.7 Sequencing 
The DNA sequence of the plasmid inserts were determined by BigDye® 
Terminator v3.1 Cycle Sequencing Kit (Applied Biosystems). Each 
sequencing reaction was set up with 50 ng plasmid and 0.5 µM sequencing 
primer final concentration. The PCR reaction was performed as follows: Initial 
denaturation at 96
o
C for 2 min, followed by 25 cycles of denaturation at 96
o
C 
at 10 sec, annealing at 50
o
C for 5 sec and extension at 60
o
C for 1 min. The 
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reaction is loaded into ABI PRISM
TM
 377 DNA sequencer (Applied 
Biosystems, USA) for automated sequencing. The sequences are analysed 
using DNAStar Lasergene software.  
2.4 Quantification of gene expression 
2.4.1 RNA extraction 
Total RNAs were extracted with FavorPrep™ Plant Total RNA Mini Kit (Cat. 
No. FAPRK 001) according to manufacturer instructions. Plant tissues (up to 
100 mg) were harvested in liquid nitrogen and stored in -80
o
C freezer unless 
immediately used for experiment. The equipment such as pestles, mortars and 
Eppendorf tubes etc were autoclaved at 121
o
C for 1 h before use. RNase-free 
DNase (Qiagen Cat. No. 79254) was used during the on-column digestion to 
remove genomic DNA contamination. The concentration and purity of eluted 
RNA samples were measured using NanoDrop. 
2.4.2 cDNA synthesis 
The cDNA synthesis was performed using SuperScript® III First-Strand 
Synthesis System (Invitrogen Cat. No. 18080-51) or M-MLV First-Strand 
Synthesis System (Promega Cat. No. M3681) following manufacturer 
instructions. For each reaction, 1 µg of RNA was added to the standard mix 
with oligo dT (20 mer). The reaction mixture was diluted 4-fold with sterile 
water and stored at -20
o
C.   
2.4.3 Real-time PCR 
For quantification of gene expression, quantitative real-time (qRT-PCR) was 
performed. For each reaction, the cDNA (~20-50 ng) were mixed with gene-
specific primers (1 µM final concentration), SYBR Green PCR Master Mix 
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(Life Technologies Applied Biosystems Cat. No. 4309155) and sterile water to 
a total volume of 5 µl. The reactions were performed in triplicates to ensure 
accuracy. The plate was sealed with MicroAmp Optical Adhesive Cover 
(Applied Biosystems Cat. No. 4311971) and loaded into 7900HT Fast Real-
Time PCR system (Applied Biosystems). The PCR reaction was performed as 
followed: 50°C for 2 min, denatured at 95°C for 10 min, followed by 40 
cycles of denaturation at 95°C for 15 sec, and extension at 60°C for 1 min. 
The specificity of the primers was determined by performing dissociation 
curve. The relative expression levels were determined by comparing between 
the average cycle threshold (Ct) between the target genes and the internal 
control (2
^Ct control – Ct target gene
). Student t-test was performed to determine 
whether the results were significant. 
Table 2. Primers for quantitative real-time PCR 



















2.5 Yeast two-hybrid (Y2H) assay 
2.5.1 Preparation of yeast competent cells. 
The yeast strains AH109 or Y2H Gold were used in the assay. The glycerol 
stock of yeast (stored at -80
o
C) were streaked on YPDA agar plate (20 g/L 
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Difco peptone, 10 g/L Yeast extract, 2% Glucose, 0.003% Adenine 
hemisulphate, 20 g/L Agar) several days prior to the transformation. A single 
colony was inoculated into 50 ml YPDA liquid medium and incubated at 30
o
C 
overnight with vigorous shaking. When the OD600 reached 0.6~0.8, the cells 
were pelleted at 700 x g at room temperature for 5min. The cells were 
suspended with 2 ml 1.1 x TE/LiAc solution (freshly prepared by diluting 10 x 
LiAc (1 M LiAc pH 7.5) and 10 x TE (0.1 M Tris pH 7.5, 10 mM EDTA), and 
transferred into two 1.5 ml Eppendorf tubes. The cells were again pelleted by 
centrifugation at maximum speed for 15 sec and resuspended with 600 µl 1.1 
x TE/LiAc buffer. The competent cells are ready to use and can be kept at 
room temperature for several hours with no significant loss of activity.  
2.5.2 PEG-mediated yeast transformation 
Y2H small scale assay was performed using Yeastmaker
TM
 Yeast 
Transformation System 2 (Clontech, USA) according to the manufacturer 
instructions (www.clontech.com/xxclt_ibcGetAttachment.jsp?cItemId=17602). 
The vectors (250 ng each) were first mixed with denatured Herring Testes 
Carrier DNA (5 µl) in a pre-chilled 1.5 ml Eppendorf tubes. Subsequently, the 
yeast cells (50 µl) and 0.5 ml PEG/LiAc (8 ml 50% PEG 3350 (w/v), 1 ml 10 
x TE and 1 ml 10 x LiAc) were added and mixed thoroughly by vortexing. 
The cells were incubated at 30
o
C for 30 min, with vortexing every 10 min. 
Later, DMSO (20 µl) was added and the tubes were incubated at 42
o
C for 15 
min, with vortexing every 5 min. Lastly, the cells were washed twice with 0.9% 
NaCl and plated equally on SD/-Trp/-Leu, SD/-His/-Trp/-Leu and SD/-Ade/-
His/-Trp/-Leu agar plates (Clontech, USA). The cells were incubated at 30
o
C 
for a few days. Growth on the SD/-Trp/-Leu plate indicates successful 
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transformation and growth on the SD/-His/-Trp/-Leu and SD/-Ade/-His/-Trp/-
Leu agar plates indicates protein-protein interaction. 
2.5.3 Y2H screening 
Y2H screening (library scale) was performed to isolate SOC1 interacting 
partners. The coding sequence of SOC1 was cloned in frame to pGBKT7 BD 
(www.clontech.com/xxclt_ibcGetAttachment.jsp?cItemId=17639) bait vector 
to generate BD-SOC1 vector using (P1.XhoI- 
AAAACTGCATATGGTGAGGGGCAAAACTCAG and P2.XmaI- 
AAAACCCGGGTCACTTTCTTGAAGAACAAGGTAAC). The bait 
construct was transformed into Y2H Gold yeast strain as previously described 
(Chapter 2.4.2). The transformed cells were plated onto SD/-Trp plate and 
allowed for growth at 30
o
C for 3 days. The cells were tested for auto-
activation and the optimal concentration of 3-AT to be used for the screening. 
The yeast competent cells (600 µl) were prepared as previous described 
(Chapter 2.4.1).  For cDNA library transformation, the competent cells were 
mixed well with 10 µg of wild-type Col cDNA library from 15-day-old 
seedlings, 20 µl Herring Testes Carrier DNA and 2.5 ml PEG/LiAc. After 
incubation at 30
o
C for 45 min, 160 µl DMSO was added and incubated at 
42
o
C for 20 min. The cells were pelleted by centrifugation at 700 x g for 15 
sec and resuspended with 3 ml YPD Plus liquid medium for recovery at 30
o
C 
for 90 min. The cells were subsequently pelleted and resuspended in 1ml 0.9% 
NaCl. The transformation efficiency was calculated by using 10µl and diluting 
to 10 fold, 100 fold and 1000 fold dilution to plate on SD/-Leu/-Trp plates. 
Normally, we would try to achieve the total colonies screened to about 5.0 x 
10
-5
 to 1.0 x 10
-6
 colonies to ensure reliability. The rest of the cells were plated 
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evenly over SD/-His/-Leu/-Trp with 1 mM 3-AT. The colonies that could 
grow were selected and re-plated on SD/-Trp/-Leu master plate, SD/-His/-
Trp/-Leu with 1 mM 3-AT and SD/-Ade/-His/-Trp/-Leu plates. Colony PCR 
was performed as described as Chapter 2.2.5 on those positive colonies and 
the identity of the colonies was determined by sequencing. 
2.5.4 Yeast plasmid isolation 
The yeast cells were grown in 2 ml of SD/-Leu liquid medium for 2 days at 
30
o
C. The cells were resuspended with 100 µl breaking buffer (2% Triton X-
100, 1% SDS, 100 mM NaCl, 10 mM Tris pH 8.0, 1 mM EDTA pH 8.0), 
100µl phenol:chloroform:isoamyl alcohol (25:24:1) and metal beads. After 
bead beat the samples at 1250 rpm for 12 min, the tubes were centrifuged at 
maximum speed for phase separation. The aqueous phase (100 µl) was 
carefully pipetted into another 1.5 ml Eppendorf tube. Thereafter, 3 M NaOAc 
(0.1 v/v) and isopropanol (0.7 v/v) were added and mixed well before 
centrifugation at maximum speed at 4
o
C for 10 min. After removing the 
supernatant, the DNA pellet was washed with 70% ethanol (150 µl) before 
being dried in vacuum chamber. The DNA pellet was resuspended with 10 µl 
sterile water and used for E.coli transformation. The plasmids were purified 
and sequenced for analysis. 
2.6 Generation of transgenic lines 
2.6.1 Preparation of C5851 Agrobacterium competent cells 
The Agrobacterium strain C5851 with pSOUP was used. A single colony was 
inoculated into 100 ml liquid culture (LB supplemented with 25 µg/ml 
rifampicin and 10 µg/ml tetracycline) and incubated at 28
o
C overnight with 
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shaking. When the OD600 reaches 1-1.5, the cells were pelleted at 4000 x g at 
4
o
C for 15 min. The cells were washed with sterile water 7-8 times to remove 
salts. Finally, the cells were resuspended with 25 ml 10% glycerol and 
aliquoted into 1.5 ml Eppendorf tube (100 µl each). The cells were flash 
frozen in liquid nitrogen before storing in -80
o
C for future use. 
2.6.2 Electroporation of Agrobacterium competent cells 
The tubes containing Agrobacterium competent cells were thawed on ice for 
15 min. The plasmids (100 ng) were mixed into the competent cells and 
transferred to a pre-chilled Gene Pulser cuvette (Bio-Rad Cat. No. 165-2083). 
The cuvette was pulsed at 1.8 KV and transferred into 1 ml LB medium for 
recovery at 28
o
C for 3 h with gentle shaking. Thereafter, the cells were 
pelleted at 5000 rpm for 3 min and spread onto LB agar plate containing 25 
µg/ml rifampicin, 10 µg/ml tetracycline and appropriate plasmid selection 
antibiotic. The cells were incubated at 28
o
C for 3 days and the colonies were 
verified by colony PCR. 
2.6.3 Agrobacterium-mediated plant transformation 
To create Arabidopsis transgenic lines, Agrobacterium-mediated floral dip 
method was used (Clough and Bent, 1998). The transformed Agrobacterium 
was grown in 50 mL LB medium (supplemented with 25 µg/ml rifampicin, 10 
µg/ml tetracycline and appropriate plasmid selection antibiotic) at 28
o
C until 
the OD600 reaches ~1.0. The cells were later pelleted at 3000 rpm for 10 min 
and resuspended in 30 mL transformation media (5% sucrose and 0.015% 
Silwet L-77). The siliques of the plants were removed to reduce the chance of 
contamination and total seed count. Upon dipping the floral buds into 
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transformation media for 1 min, the plants were kept in a dark and moist 
environment overnight before shifting back to normal growing condition. The 
plants were allowed to set seeds and dry completely. Seeds were subsequently 
harvested and kept in dry condition before the selection process.  For 
transformants with pGreen or pBGW vectors (Hellens et al., 2000; Karimi et 
al., 2002), they were selected by spraying 0.2% Basta® (Finale, AgrEvo, USA) 
on 5-day-old seedlings.  
2.7 Genetic crossing of Arabidopsis plants 
The genetic crossing was performed to generate different combinations of 
Arabidopsis mutants or transgenic lines. For efficient crossing, the mother 
plants were selected at a stage where they have just bolted and are producing 
open flowers. Emasculation is the process of removing stamens and it was 
performed on unpollinated open flowers with a pair of fine forceps under 
dissecting microscope. The stigma should be displaying a sticky surface and 
free from pollen. From father plants, the stamens from open flowers were 
picked out and brushed against the stigma of the mother plant for pollination. 
The flowers were then marked with a sticker and documented for the date of 
cross and parental lineage. If the cross is successful, the siliques would 
elongate and maturate ~20 days later. The seeds are harvested when the 
siliques have dried to a pale yellow stage, prior of opening.  
2.8 GUS staining 
GUS staining of Arabidopsis transgenic lines was performed as described 
(Sieburth and Meyerowitz, 1997). The plant tissues of interest were acetone 
fixed in 90% for 20 min on ice. After fixation, the tissues were rinsed with 
rinse solution (50 mM sodium phosphate pH 7.0, 1 mM potassium 
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ferricyanide and 1 mM potassium ferrocyanide), and stained overnight in the 
dark at 37°C with staining solution (rinse solution with 2 mM X-Gluc). 
Vacuum infiltration was performed to remove air bubbles from tissues such as 
leaves and infloresences. The X-Gluc (Gold Biotechnology Cat. No. G1281C) 
stock solution (100 mM) was prepared in DMF and kept at -20
o
C in dark 
condition. After staining, the stained tissues were washed in 100% ethanol for 
several days to remove chlorophyll. The tissues were then immersed in 
clearing solution (7.5 g Gum Arabic, 100 g chloral hydrate, 5 ml glycerol and 
30 ml water) during observation and imaging.  
2.9 Cryosection 
Inflorescence tissues were fixed in ice-cold 4% PFA (in PBS, pH 7.0) under 
vacuum for 30 min and then left on rotator at 4
o
C overnight. On the next day, 
sucrose was added to a final concentration of 30% and the tissues were left to 
equilibrate on a rotator at 4
o
C overnight. The tissues were dipped into Tissue 
Tek O.C.T. compound at the right orientation and flash frozen in liquid 
nitrogen. The samples were then loaded onto microtome tissue holder and 
cryosections of 25 µm thickness were made with a Leica Sliding Microtome 
(Leica CM 3050S). The slides were mounted with 50% glycerol in PBS with 1% 
Triton-X and observed under confocal microscopy.  
2.10 Total protein extraction 
Total proteins were extracted using CelLytic™ P Cell Lysis Reagent (Sigma 
Cat. No. C2360). Plants tissues of interest were collected and homogenized in 
liquid nitrogen. The lysis solution (50 µl) was added and mixed well with the 
homogenized samples (0.02 g each). Protease inhibitors were used to prevent 
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protein degradation during the process. The tubes were kept on ice for 15 min 
and centrifuged at maximum speed at 4
o
C for 15 min. The supernatant (total 
protein extract) can be used for Western blotting or protein pulldown. 
2.11 Nuclear protein extraction for ChIP assay 
2.11.1 Isolation of nuclei from tissues of interest 
For nuclear proteins extraction, the tissues of interest (0.3 g – 0.5 g wet weight) 
were harvested and grounded in liquid nitrogen. The samples were 
resuspended with 5 ml M1 buffer (10 mM potassium phosphate, pH 7.0, 0.1 M 
NaCl, 10mM beta-mercaptoethanol, 1 M hexylene glycol and 1 mM PMSF). 
Paraformaldehyde (1% final concentration) was added and incubated on ice 
for 10 min. The fixation step would be quenched by adding glycine (0.15 M 
final concentration) for 10 min on ice. The fixed samples were pelleted at 
maximum speed and washed several times with M2 buffer (10 mM potassium 
phosphate, pH 7.0, 0.1 M NaCl, 10 mM beta-mercaptoethanol, 1 M hexylene 
glycol, 10 mM MgCl2 , 0.5% Triton X-100 and 1x protease inhibitor cocktail) 
until the supernatant become pale green. The pellet was washed for 2 times 
with M3 buffer (10 mM potassium phosphate, pH 7.0, 0.1 M NaCl, and 10 
mM beta-mercaptoethanol)  to remove Triton X-100.  
2.11.2 Isolation of proteins with DNA fragments 
The nuclei were broken down by mixing sonication buffer (750 µl) (10 mM 
potassium phosphate pH 7.0, 0.1 M NaCl, 10 mM EDTA pH 8.0, 0.5% (w/v) 
sarkosyl and incubating on ice for 15 min. The samples were sonicated with 
Vibra CellTM 130PB sonicator with a continuous pulse with 10% amplitude 
output for 10min on ice to shear the genomic DNA to a range of 250 bp to 500 
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bp. The samples were centrifuged at maximum speed for 10 min at 4
o
C and 
the supernatant was pipetted into fresh 1.5 ml Eppendorf tubes. A portion of 
the supernatant (50 µl) was saved as the input. The remaining supernatant was 
diluted with an equal volume of IP buffer (50 mM Hepes pH 7.5, 150 mM 
NaCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 10 μM ZnSO4, 1% Triton X -100 and 0.05% SDS) and 
incubated with specific antibodies beads (~20-30 µl) at 4
o
C overnight with 
gentle agitation.  
2.11.3 Extraction of DNA fragments from proteins 
The samples were centrifuged at 5000 rpm for 3 min at 4
o
C to pellet down the 
beads. The beads were sequentially washed with IP buffer for two times, high 
salt buffer (IP buffer supplemented with 350 mM NaCl), LNDET buffer (0.25 
M LiCl, 1% Nonidet P-40, 1% sodium deoxycholate, 1 mM EDTA), and TE 
buffer (10 mM Tris pH 7.5, 1 mM EDTA). To elute the proteins with DNA 
fragments, the beads were incubated with 200 μl elution buffer (50 mM Tris 
pH 8.0, 1% SDS and 10 mM EDTA) at 65
o
C for 15 min with vigorous shaking. 
The beads were centrifuged at maximum speed and the supernatant was 
collected. The beads were eluted with elution buffer (100 µl) for 3 additional 
rounds before discarding. A portion of the eluate is saved to detect whether the 
proteins have been successfully pulled down.  
The proteins and genomic DNA were reverse crosslinked by adding NaCl (0.3 
M final concentration) and incubated at 65
o
C overnight. DNase free-RNase I 
was added and incubated at 37°C for 30 min to remove RNAs. To facilitate 
the recovery of DNA, the proteins were degraded by proteinase K treatment at 
42
o
C for 2 h. The released DNA was extracted by adding and mixing equal 
volume of extraction buffer A (Phenol: chloroform: isoamyl alcohol 25:24:1). 
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After centrifugation for 5 min, the aqueous layer was transferred to a fresh 1.5 
ml Eppendorf tube and precipitated overnight at -20
o
C by adding 3 M sodium 
acetate (1/10 volume), absolute ethanol (2.5 volumes) and glycogen (20 µg). 
The genomic DNA was pelleted at maximum speed at 4
o
C for 20 min and 
washed with 70% ethanol twice. The DNA pellet was vacuumed dried and 
resuspended with 40 µl water. The genomic DNA was used for real-time 
analysis to determine enrichment for target genomic regions. 
Table 3. List of primers in ChIP assays. 




















  ATCCGTGAAGAGTACCCAGAT 
 
2.12 Western Blot 
To detect the presence of protein of interest, Western blot was performed. The 
protein samples (20 µl) were mixed with 6x SDS-PAGE buffer (300 mM Tris-
HCl, pH 6.8, 12% SDS, 0.6% bromophenol blue, and 60% glycerol) and β-
mercaptoethanol (1 M, 2.5 µl). The samples were heated in boiling water for 
10 min and separated on 12% SDS-PAGE denaturing gel. After blotting on 
immun-Blot® PVDF membrane (Bio-Rad), the membrane was blocked with 5% 
non-fat milk dissolved in PBS buffer (1.37 M NaCl, 3.7 mM KCl, 10 mM 
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Na2HPO4, 2 mM K2HPO4) for 1 h, and incubated with 1: 1000 (v/v) anti-HA 
mouse antibodies (Santa Cruz sc-7392) for 1 h at room temperature or 
overnight at 4
o
C. After washing three times with PBS buffer, the membrane 
was incubated with 1:10000 (v/v) goat anti-mouse secondary antibodies (Santa 
Cruz sc-2031)  in 5% non-fat milk in PBST buffer (PBS buffer supplemented 
with 0.05% Tween-20) for 1 h at room temperature. After washing three times 
with PBST buffer, the membrane was incubated with Supersignal West Pico 
Chemiluminescent substrate (Thermo Scientific, USA) for 10 min in the dark 
before developing with X-ray film. 
2.13 Transient expression in tobacco leaves 
Nicotiana benthamiana (tobacco) (3-4 weeks old) was used for transient 
expression of Arabidopsis proteins. Agrobacterium transformed with pGreen 
vectors were infiltrated as previously described (Sparkes et al., 2006). The 
overnight Agrobacterium culture was harvested by centrifugation at 5000 rpm 
for 3 min. The pellet was resuspended with infiltration media (10 mM MES 
pH 5.6, 10 mM MgCl2 and 100 μM acetosyringone) to OD600 at 0.3~1.0. The 
solution was left on the bench for 3 h for promote the activity of 
Agrobacterium. Acetosyringone acts as a natural wound response molecule 
and increases the rate of transformation by 20 fold (Sheikholeslam and Weeks, 
1987).  The solution was infiltrated to the tobacco leaves through the 
undersides. After two days, the tobacco leaves were harvested or observed 
under confocal microscopy. 
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2.14 Bimolecular fluorescence complementation (BiFC) 
Biomolecular fluorescence complementation is a method to detect protein 
interactions. It is based on the reforming of split fluorescent proteins on 
different moieties. If the proteins have interactions, the complementary 
fragments of the fluorescent proteins would be brought to close proximity and 
reform to its native state. For bimolecular fluorescence complementation 
(BiFC) analysis, the coding sequences were cloned into pSAT1 vectors (Tzfira 
et al., 2005). The fusion proteins would either have nEYFP or cEYFP on the 
N-termini or C-termini of the proteins. The vectors were transformed into 
Agrobacterium and co-infiltrated into tobacco leaves. The signals would be 
observed under confocal microscopy two days later. 
 2.15 Expression and isolation of GST proteins in E.coli 
The SOC1 CDS was cloned into pGEX4P-2 vector (Kaelin et al., 1992) and 
transformed into E.coli (Rosetta). The proteins were induced by adding IPTG 
to a final concentration of 0.5 mM when OD600 reaches ~0.6. The culture was 
incubated at 37
o
C for 2 h with agitation for protein expression. The bacterial 
cells were pelleted by centrifugation at 3000 rpm for 10 min. The cells were 
resuspended in 1/20 volume of PBS before shifting to small tube for 
sonication. The cells were sonicated at 3 W output for 10min on ice. Triton X-
100 was added to a final concentration of 1% and the lysate was left on ice for 
30 min. The lysate was centrifuged at 10000 rpm at 4
o
C for 5 min. The 
supernatant was retrieved for protein isolation. 
Before using the gluthathione sepharose 4B beads (17-0756-01, Amersham 
Biosciences), the beads were washed with 10 bed volume of PBS to remove 
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ethanol. The beads were added to the lysate and incubated at 4
o
C with gentle 
shaking. After washing with PBS for several times, the proteins were eluted 
several times using 10mM free gluthathione. The protein concentration was 
quantified by standard Bradford assay. 
2.16 Electrophoresis mobility shift assay (EMSA) 
EMSA assay was performed using the LightShift Chemiluminescent EMSA 
kit (Pierce). The biotinylated fragment used for EMSA assay was generated 















3.1 Identification of SOC1 downstream targets during floral transition 
The floral transition in Arabidopsis is controlled by a complex network 
consisting of both endogenous and environmental flowering signals. These 
flowering cues converge on common downstream genes such as FT and SOC1, 
which is also known as the floral integrators. Previously, to understand how 
SOC1 mediates the floral transition, we have performed chromatin 
immunoprecipitation followed by tilling arrays hybridization (ChIP-chip) 
using 9-day-old soc1-101D activation-tagged mutant aerial tissues (Lee et al., 
2000; Tao et al., 2012). In our study, SOC1 has been shown to bind to nearly 
five hundred enriched regions in soc1-101D compared to soc1-2 null mutant. 
Of those enriched regions, nearly half of the regions were located within 1 kb 
of transcriptional start sites where cis-regulatory regions are normally located, 
suggesting that SOC1 acts as a transcriptional regulator. Of those targets 
bound by SOC1, there are numerous genes related to flowering time regulation 
such as the AP2-like genes (AP2, TOE1, TOE3 and SMZ) and MIR156E. In 
addition, the binding of these targets has been reaffirmed by a ChIP-seq 
experiment performed by Immink’s group (Immink et al., 2012) (Figure 12). 
In Arabidopsis, there have been numerous reports regarding microRNAs 
controlling its target downstream genes. On the contrary, there have been 
minimal reports on the regulation of microRNAs expression. Since SOC1 and 
miR156s are both involved in flowering time regulation, we are interested 
whether SOC1 can directly modulate MIR156E through its transcriptional 


















Figure 12. Binding profile of SOC1 on MIR156E by chromatin 
immunoprecipitation (ChIP). 
The local enrichment of SOC1 binding on MIR156E locus is marked by the 
peaks. The chromosomal position and model follows TAIR 10 version. From 
both studies, there is an enrichment of SOC1 binding about 1.6 kb upstream of 




3.2 Characterisation of MIR156s in Arabidopsis 
The level of miR156s expression decreases concomitantly with the increase of 
SPLs during aging (Wang et al., 2009; Wu et al., 2009; Wu and Poethig, 2006). 
In Arabidopsis, miR156s are encoded by many loci from MIR156A to 
MIR156H (Table 4). Overexpression of miR156 significantly delayed the adult 
vegetative phase and floral transition (Schwab et al., 2005). In addition, 
miR156 levels have been found to be elevated through leaf primordia ablation, 
suggesting that leaves provide a source of miR156 repressors (Yang et al., 
2011). However, the regulation of MIR156s during vegetative stage and floral 
transition remains largely unknown. 
Within the MIR156 family in Arabidopsis, there are a total of 8 homologs. 
They are highly similar in terms of sequence similarity (Figure 13A, B). 
Within the seed sequence of these miRNAs, they are almost identical to one 
another with the exception of MIR156H with 2 mismatches (Figure 13A). 
After miRNA processing, the AGO1-loaded miR156 would cleave SPLs 
mRNA at the 3’ UTR based on the mature seed sequence 
UGACAGAAGAGAGUGAGCAC. Based on the phylogenetic analysis, 
MIR156E is closely related to MIR156F with 82% in sequence similarity and 








Table 4. List of MIR156 genes in Arabidopsis. 
 










There are a total of 8 genes within the MIR156 family. They all encode for a 








Figure 13. Phylogenetic analysis of MIR156 family members. 
(A) Sequence alignment of MIR156 family members using ClustalOmega. The 
mature miRNA sequences were used for the analysis. The seed sequence 
of miRNA (transcribed to mRNA UGACAGAAGAGAGUGAGCAC) is 
highlighted. 
(B) Percent Identity Matrix of MIR156 family members using Clustal2.1. The 
similarity of MIR156 family members are compared to each other and 
given a score as percentage. 
(C) Phylogenetic tree of MIR156 family members using ClustalW2. MIR156E 













Figure 14. The MIR156 gene family is highly expressed in young 
seedlings. 
The expression levels of MIR156 primary transcripts are measured in a time-
course manner. The total RNAs were extracted from the seedlings and reverse 
transcribed to cDNA template. The expression of each MIR156 gene was 




Next, we are interested to find out the relative abundance of each MIR156 
gene in seedlings to determine the contribution toward flowering time 
regulation. All miRNAs are transcribed by RNA polymerase II (pol II) and the 
primary transcript or pri-miRNA contains the characteristic cap structure and 
poly-A tail (Lee et al., 2004). In addition, the abundance of mature miRNA 
measured by small RNA blots is correlated with the level detected using 
quantitative real-time PCR, suggesting that we can measure individual gene 
contribution to phenotype by performing real-time PCR on cDNA template. 
From seedlings harvested from day 3 to 16, we analysed their primary 
transcripts or pri-miRNAs level in a time-course manner. The real-time PCR 
primers could only be designed for MIR156A, MIR156B, MIR156C, MIR156E 
and MIR156H based on available information (Yang et al., 2011). From the 
real-time PCR result, the relative abundance of MIR156 genes from the 
highest is MIR156A, followed by MIR156C, with MIR156E with MIR156H 
(Figure 14). The MIR156B expression was not shown due to extremely low 
abundance. As the seedlings mature, the relative expression of the MIR156 
genes decreases (Wang et al., 2009; Wu et al., 2009; Wu and Poethig, 2006). 
The gradual decrease in miRNA levels would allow the de-repression of 




3.3 Characterization of SOC1 and MIR156E in Arabidopsis 
3.3.1 MIR156E is highly expressed in vegetative tissues 
To examine the tissue expression pattern of MIR156E, quantitative RT-PCR 
was performed using total RNA extracted from various tissues. 
MIR156E was mainly expressed in the aerial tissues with the lowest 
expression in root tissue. In the different leaf tissues, the expression of 
MIR156E was the highest in the juvenile rosette leaves, followed by mature 
rosette leaves and cauline leaves (Figure 15). Recently, the expression level of 
MIR156A and MIR156C was similarly reported to have a lower abundance in 
leaves that are generated as the plant ages (Yang et al., 2013). In all, these 
observations are in agreement with the gradual decrease in MIR156 expression 
as plants age. The highest level of MIR156E expression was found to be in the 
siliques, which is expected as the siliques contain developing seeds that are in 








Figure 15. The expression of MIR156E in various tissues. 
The quantitative real-time PCR analysis of MIR156E expression level was 
measured in different tissues of wild-type Col plants. Results were normalized 




3.3.2 Expression of MIR156E decreased concomitantly with an increase in 
SOC1 expression 
To find out the relationship between MIR156E and SOC1, we performed a 
time-course experiment using seedlings grown under long days. We analysed 
both MIR156E and SOC1 expression and found that they share an inverse 
relationship. The expression of MIR156E decreased concomitantly with an 
increase in SOC1 expression as the seedlings grew (Lee et al., 2000; Samach 












Figure 16. Time course expression of SOC1 and MIR156E in long day 
grown wild-type plants. 
(A) qRT-PCR analysis of MIR156E primary transcripts (D3 - 3 days after   
germination). 




3.3.3 Both MIR156E and SOC1 are expressed in the vasculature 
Next, we sought to determine the spatiotemporal expression pattern of both 
MIR156E and SOC1 in wild-type Col. We generated pMIR156E::β-
glucuronidase (GUS) and pSOC1::GUS reporter constructs that harbour 3.1 kb 
and 3.2 kb, respectively, upstream of their transcriptional start site. The 
transgenic lines were generated in wild-type Col background and 
representative lines were selected for further analysis in the T3 generation. 
From the GUS staining pattern, we can detect MIR156E expression in the 
vasculature from Day 3 to Day 9 and the GUS staining was less intense in the 
leaves generated later on. There was only expression of MIR156E in the 
hypocotyl on Day 11, but not in the leaves. On Day 14, there was no 
detectable GUS staining in the seedling (Figure 17). In addition, there was no 
expression of MIR156E detected in the SAM at every stage. The GUS staining 
pattern in the vasculature was previously reported using MIR156B-specific 
promoter (Serivichyaswat et al., 2015). On the other hand, the expression of 
SOC1 can be found in the vasculature and shoot apical meristem from Day 7 
onward. The detection of SOC1 expression in the SAM signified that the floral 
transition has already begun. The GUS staining was found to be more intense 
in the leaves generated later on. This result is consistent with an earlier report 
that the correct regulation of SOC1 requires about 4 kb of promoter length 
(Hepworth et al., 2002). Together with our expression study, the promoter 
sequence between nt-1955 to -3139 is required for appropriate expression of 
SOC1 for an age-dependent increase of expression in seedlings.  
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The expression pattern of SOC1 and MIR156E was both found to be 
overlapping in the vasculature, albeit with the expression of MIR156E 
decreased concomitantly with an increase in SOC1 expression. This led to the 
hypothesis that SOC1 represses MIR156E directly in the vasculature to 
regulate flowering time. In a previous study, the expression of SOC1 by a 
phloem specific ARABIDOPSIS THALIANA SUCROSE-PROTON 
SYMPORTER 2 (SUC2) promoter partially rescued soc1 late flowering 
phenotype, suggesting that SOC1 can exert its effect in vasculature tissues to 











Figure 17. GUS staining of pMIR156E::GUS and pSOC1::GUS during 
seedling stage. 
T3 homozygous lines were used for GUS assay. The tissues were harvested at 
different time points from Day3 to Day14. The tissues were stained overnight 




3.4 Characterization of how SOC1 regulates MIR156E expression 
3.4.1 pSOC1::SOC1:GFP and pSOC1::SOC1:2HA rescued soc1-2 mutant 
To understand the role of SOC1 in regulating flowering time, we generated the 
pSOC1::SOC1:GFP and pSOC1::SOC1:2HA in soc1-2 mutant background. 
The genomic construct contained 3.7 kb upstream promoter sequence, 2.4 kb 
coding sequence including introns and 1.0 kb downstream of stop codon 
(Figure 18A). Most of the T1 transformants of both pSOC1::SOC1:GFP and 
pSOC1::SOC1:2HA exhibited comparable flowering time to wild-type plants 
(Figure 18B), suggesting that the transformed constructs are sufficient to 








Figure 18. Complementation of soc1-2 mutants using genomic tagging 
constructs. 
(A) Genomic SOC1 construct used for soc1-2 complementation. Exons and 
introns in the coding region are indicated by black and white boxes, 
respectively. The start codon (ATG) and stop codon (TGA) are labeled. 
The HA (2X) and GFP tags are inserted in front of the stop codon by 
megapriming. 






3.4.2 SOC1 binds to the promoter region of MIR156E 
For pSOC1::SOC1:GFP in soc1-2 background, confocal microscopy was 
performed after cryosection to visualize the SOC1:GFP proteins. The 
SOC1:GFP proteins were found to be localized in the nucleus of the 
inflorescence meristem (Figure 19). The transgenic line shown has been 
utilized in our previous work concerning the determination of inflorescence 
structure in Arabidopsis and rice (Liu et al., 2013). Co-immunoprecipitation of 
SOC1:GFP using anti-GFP was not successful. Thus, we proceeded with using 
the pSOC1::SOC1:2HA tagged lines for further analysis. 
Homozygous pSOC1::SOC1:2HA soc1-2 representative line (#9) was 
obtained before proceeding for further analysis. The line was found to harbor 
only one insertion as the T2 generation showed about 25% sensitivity to Basta 
selection. Based on the flowering time analysis, pSOC1::SOC1:2HA can 
rescue soc1-2 late flowering phenotype and showed comparable flowering 
time to wild-type plants (Figure 20A, B). Using nuclear fraction from 9-day-
old seedlings for western blot, we can detect a strong band around the 25 kDa 












Figure 19. Analysis of pSOC1::SOC1:GFP lines in the shoot apical meristem. 












Figure 20. Phenotypic characterization of pSOC1::SOC1:2HA soc1-2 
transgenic line. 
(A) Comparison of the WT-Col, soc1-2 and pSOC1::SOC1:2HA soc1-2 plants 
grown under long days. 
(B) Flowering time of mutant and transgenic plants grown under long days. 














Figure 21. Western blot analysis of pSOC1::SOC1:2HA soc1-2 transgenic 
line. 
The nuclear fraction was extracted from 9-day-old seedlings. Western blot was 





To determine whether SOC1 can directly bind to MIR156E locus, we proceed 
with both in vitro and in vivo experiments. For the in vitro experiment, we 
first isolated recombinant GST:SOC1 fusion proteins from E.coli. The SOC1 
coding region (CDS) was cloned into pGEX-6P-2 vector with GST at the 5’ 
terminal.   The recombinant proteins were induced under room temperature at 
37
o
C overnight. The proteins were eluted from immobilized glutathione beads 
using 10 mM free glutathione (Figure 22). Electrophoretic mobility shift assay 
(EMSA) was performed using a 228 bp fragment containing putative CArG 
boxes as a probe. The GST:SOC1 bound strongly with the probe causing a 
shift in the mobility in the native-PAGE gel (Figure 23), demonstrating that 
SOC1 can binds to the specific MIR156E region in vitro.  
Using the rescued pSOC1::SOC1:2HA soc1-2 tagged line, we performed a 
ChIP assay on MIR156E genomic locus using 9-day-old seedlings. The ChIP 
assay revealed that SOC1:2HA was associated with the genomic region 
nearest to the MIR156E-2 fragment with the highest fold (Figure 24). This 
suggests that SOC1 regulates the expression of MIR156E through the 



















Figure 22. Purification of recombinant GST:SOC1 proteins from E.coli. 
The recombinant GST:SOC1 was induced in E.coli (Rosetta). After IPTG 
induction at 37oC overnight, the bacterial lysate was used for protein 
purification using immobilized glutathione beads. After several rounds of 
washing, the GST:SOC1 proteins were eluted using 10mM free glutathione. A 














Figure 23. EMSA assay of GST:SOC1 binding to MIR156E promoter 
region. 
The biotinylated probe was incubated with recombinant GST:SOC1 (1 µg) for 
1 hour before running native-PAGE gel electrophoresis. For the western blot, 
the mouse anti-biotin antibodies were used. The black arrow indicates a gel 









Figure 24. ChIP analysis of SOC1 binding to the regulatory region of 
MIR156E. 
(A) Schematic diagram of the MIR156E genomic locus. Black boxes represent 
exons and black arrows indicate gene directionality. The red box 
highlights the fragment used for the EMSA assay. DNA fragments 
amplified in ChIP assay are numbered accordingly.  
(B) ChIP assay of SOC1 binding to the MIR156E promoter in 
pSOC1::SOC1:2HA soc1-2 and soc1-2. The 9-day-old seedlings were 





3.4.3 SOC1 directly represses MIR156E expression using inducible 
pSOC1::SOC1:GR 
To demonstrate the direct relationship of SOC1 and MIR156E, we utilised a 
glucocorticoid (GR)-inducible system that enables proteins to be translocated 
into the nucleus upon Dex treatment (Figure 25). To analyse MIR156E 
expression upon SOC1 translocation, we create pSOC1::SOC1:GR construct 
with the hormone-binding domain of glucocorticoid receptor (GR) inserted 
before the stop codon. The binary vector was introduced into soc1-2 mutant 









Figure 25. Mechanism of SOC1 glucocorticoid-inducible system.  
The SOC1 protein is fused to the hormone-binding domain of a GR receptor. 
When the fusion protein is synthesized, it would be bound by heat-shock 
protein90 (Hsp90) chaperone and remains in the cytoplasm. However, when a 
synthetic steroid hormone dexamethasone (DEX) is introduced, it would 
disrupt the binding of fusion-protein to Hsp90, resulting in the translocation of 
the fusion complex into the nucleus. SOC1, a transcription factor, would 







Figure 26. Downregulation of MIR156E in response to Dex treatment. 
(A) qRT analysis of MIR156E upon 4 hours of 10mM Dex treatment with 
cycloheximide. Tissues of 9-day-old seedlings were treated before 
harvesting. 








The functional lines were chosen at the T1 generation by Dex treatment. The 
T2 lines were tested again to confirm the functionality of the construct. 
Homozygous representative lines were obtained before further 
characterization.  
To demonstrate the functional relationship of SOC1 and MIR156E, we applied 
Dex treatment to the pSOC1::SOC1:GR soc1-2 on Day9. After 4 hours of 
treatment, we harvested the samples for RNA isolation. Upon real-time PCR 
analysis, the expression of MIR156E decreased 40% when compared to mock 
treatment (Figure 26A). The transgenic line flowered earlier upon Dex 
treatment (Figure 26B), indicating that the SOC1:GR retains the same 
biological function as SOC1. In all, this suggests that SOC1 can directly 
repress MIR156E expression. 
Next, since SOC1 represses MIR156E expression, we hypothesize that the late 
flowering phenotype of soc1-2 mutant is due to the overexpression of 
MIR156E. We harvested 9-day-old seedlings of both wild type and soc1-2 
plants for expression analysis. In the real-time PCR analysis, the expression of 
MIR156E is almost two times higher in soc1-2 compared with wild-type plants 
(Figure 27). This suggests that the late flowering phenotype of soc1-2 could be 








Figure 27. Real-time PCR analysis of MIR156E expression in wild-type 
and soc1-2 plants. 
Expression of MIR156E was performed using 9-day-old seedlings grown 





3.5 Characterization of SOC1 and MIR156E transgenic lines. 
3.5.1 The mir156e-1 T-DNA line is a null allele. 
To find out whether the late flowering phenotype of soc1-2 is due to the 
upregulation of MIR156E, we performed genetic crossing between soc1-2 and 
mir156e-1 mutants. Though the MIR156E full length genomic region is only 
around 96 bp, we can obtain T-DNA insertional line from INRA stock 
database (Brunaud et al., 2002) (Figure 28A). We performed genotyping PCR 
to obtain the homozygous lines. Next, we harvested 5-day-old homozygous 
seedlings for RNA analysis. After performing semi-quantitative PCR, the 
mir156e-1 mutant obtained does not express any MIR156E transcript (Figure 







Figure 28. Characterization of mir156e-1 mutant. 
(A) Schematic diagram shows the T-DNA insertion site in mir156e-1 
(FLAG_090F01). Exon is denoted in black box. LB represents left border.  
(B) Semi-quantitative RT-PCR of WT-Ws and mir156e-1 mutant. Seedlings (5 







3.5.2 The double mutant soc1-2 mir156e-1 showed rescue of soc1-2 late 
flowering phenotype. 
Since the ecotypes of mir156e-1 and soc1-2 are different, we need to first 
introgress mir156-1 allele into Col background. This was done by 
backcrossing into wild-type Col for three generations. From the flowering 
time analysis of mutant plants grown under long days, the introgressed 
mir156e-1 showed slight early flowering compared to wild-type Col plants 
(Figure 29A, B, C). Next, we crossed mir156e-1 into soc1-2 background to 
obtain the soc1-2 mir156e-1 double mutant. Interestingly, the soc1-2 mir156e-
1 double mutant showed earlier flowering compared to soc1-2 mutant (Figure 
30A, B). This result demonstrates that mir156e-1 can rescue soc1-2 late 
flowering phenotype and suggests that both MIR156E and SOC1 act in the 







Figure 29. Phenotypic analysis of mir156e-1 and wild-type plants. 
(A) Picture showing WT-Ws and mir156e-1 (Ws) grown under long days.  
(B) Picture showing WT-Col and mir156e-1 (Col) grown under long days. The 
mir156e-1 mutant was introgressed into Col background by backcrossing 
three times.  















Figure 30. Rescue of soc1-2 late flowering phenotype by mir156e-1 
mutant. 
(A) Double mutant soc1-2 mir156e-1 showed earlier flowering than soc1-2 
grown under long days.  
(B) Flowering time of soc1-2 mir156e-1 compared to soc1-2 under long days. 
Values were scored from at least 20 plants of each genotype. Error bars 
denote standard deviation. Asterisk indicate significant differences in the 
flowering time of soc1-2 mir156e-1 compared to soc1-2 mutant (Student’s 





3.5.3 The double transgenic line 35S::SOC1 35S::MIR156E showed 
intermediate flowering time between 35S::SOC1 and 35S::MIR156E. 
To observe the phenotype when MIR156E is overexpressed, we created the 
35S::MIR156E transgenic lines. The T1 generation showed varying degrees of 
late flowering phenotype. The weak overexpression lines showed a delayed 
flowering time with 13~15 leaves (wild-type plants ~10 leaves). The strong 
overexpression lines displayed extreme late flowering time with 25~30 leaves 
(Figure 31A). We selected representative lines displaying weak or strong 
phenotypes for RNA analysis. As expected, the levels of MIR156E are 
correlated with the severity of the late flowering phenotype. The late flowering 
phenotype of 35S::MIR156 has been reported by several groups (Kim et al., 
2012; Wang et al., 2009; Wu et al., 2009). The levels of SPL3 and SOC1 
expression were found to be lower in the strong 35S::MIR156E mutant (Figure 
31B). The lower expression of SPL3 and SOC1 would delay the flowering 








Figure 31. Characterization of 35S::MIR156E transgenic lines. 
(A) The overexpression of 35S::MIR156E causes a varying degree of late 
flowering phenotype. The plants were grown under long day condition. 
(B) Real-time PCR analysis of the strong and weak overexpression lines. 9-
day-old seedlings are used for the analysis. Expression is normalized 







To understand whether SOC1 can promote flowering independently of 
MIR156E, we created the 35S::SOC1 35S::MIR156E double mutant. 
35S::SOC1 has been reported to flower very early (2~3 leaves) by promoting 
AP1 and LFY expression (Liu et al., 2008a; Moon et al., 2003). In obtaining 
the homozygous 35S::SOC1 35S::MIR156E double mutant, we observed the 
flowering time is intermediate between 35S::SOC1 and 35S::MIR156E 
(Figure 32A, B). This suggests that SOC1 would require the downstream 
targets of MIR156E such as SPLs to promote flowering.  
We analysed the expression of MIR156E expression in 35S::SOC1 mutant. 
The expression of MIR156E was found to be 10-fold lower in 35S::SOC1, 
indicating that the overexpression of SOC1 can suppress the MIR156E 
expression (Figure 33A). In addition, similar result was obtained when we 
crossed pMIR156E::GUS (shown in Figure17) into 35S::SOC1. The 
pMIR156E::GUS 35S::SOC1 displayed no visible GUS staining when 
compared with pMIR156E::GUS in wild-type background (Figure 33B, C). In 
all, these results indicate that ectopic expression of SOC1 is sufficient to 












Figure 32. Characterization of 35S::SOC1 35S::MIR156E. 
(A) The double mutant 35S::SOC1 35S::MIR156E displayed an intermediate 
flowering time between 35S::SOC1 and 35S::MIR156E.  
(B) Flowering time analysis of various transgenic lines. Plants are grown 










Figure 33. Analysis of MIR156E expression in 35S::SOC1. 
(A) Real-time PCR analysis of MIR156E expression in wild-type and 
35S::SOC1. 3-day-old seedlings are used for the analysis.  
(B)  And (C) Representative GUS staining of 3-day-old seedlings of 






3.5.4 SOC1 and MIR156E can exert its function in the vasculature 
Next, we determined the tissue specificity of both SOC1 and MIR156E, we 
made use of a phloem-specific promoter SUC2 to misexpress both genes (An 
et al., 2004; Takada and Goto, 2003). From the T1 pSUC2::SOC1 soc1-2 lines, 
all of the lines showed rescue of late flowering phenotype to varying degrees 
(Figure 34A), suggesting that SOC1 can function within the vasculature to 
promote flowering (Searle et al., 2006). We would determine the MIR156E 
expression in the next generation. For pSUC2::MIR156E transgenic lines, 
most of the lines showed late flowering phenotype similar to those of 
35S::MIR156E (Wang et al., 2009) (Figure 34B), suggesting that MIR156E 
acts in the vasculature to delay flowering. Thus, we have shown that both 









Figure 34. Characterization of SOC1 and MIR156E ectopic expression in 
the vasculature. 
(A) Distribution of flowering time in T1 transgenic pSUC2::SOC1 in soc1-2 
background. 







3.6 Determination of SOC1 mechanism of action 
3.6.1 Yeast two-hybrid screening yielded three putative SOC1 interactors 
To further elucidate the function of SOC1 during floral transition, we first 
performed a literature survey on the SOC1 interaction partners. So far, there 
are only reports for the SOC1 interactions with MADS-box proteins (Table 5). 
Thus, we carried out yeast two-hybrid- screening to identify additional 
interacting partners that do not belongs to MADS-box family. The full length 
SOC1 CDS was cloned into pGBKT7 vector and was used as the bait in the 
screen. Using 10-day-old seedlings cDNA library, we have obtained about 350 
clones that can grow on TDO (triple dropout –Leu –Trp  -His) with 1mM 3-
AT. The clones were picked out and plated on various plates to confirm their 
interactions. We also sequenced those clones to check whether the genes are 
cloned in frame to the activation domain (AD) (Figure 35). After second round 
of screening, we obtained 60 positive clones that can grow on TDO with 1mM 
3-AT and the coding region is in frame with the activation domain. Next, we 
isolated the yeast plasmid from the positive clones and performed another 
round of yeast two-hybrid with the empty vector to screen out false positive 
clones. Upon doing the third round of screening, there were only 5 positive 
clones left (Table 6). We amplified the coding sequences of each clone using 
cDNA from 10-day-old wild-type seedlings and cloned it into the pGADT7 
vector. Another round of Y2H assay was performed using the newly 
constructed vectors with BD-SOC1 vector (Figure 36). The AD-SR45 and 
AD-ABC were able to interact with BD-SOC1 to give a positive result on the 
TDO supplemented with 1mM 3-AT. The AD-HSP20 gave a strong positive 
result on the QDO plates. 
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To summarize the yeast two-hybrid screening, we have obtained 3 suitable 
candidates which is SR45, HSP20 and ABC. We would perform additional 
experiments such as co-immunoprecipitation and bimolecular fluorescence 
complementation (BiFC) to confirm their interactions. We would also have to 
generate their knockout mutants to determine their phenotype for further 
analysis. 
3.6.2 SOC1 interacts with SR45, HSP20 and ABC in BiFC assay 
To determine whether SOC1 interacts with the putative interactors, SR45, 
HSP20 and ABC in vivo, we performed a bimolecular fluorescence 
complementation (BiFC) assay. This assay monitors the protein-protein 
interaction through detecting the fluorescence emitted from the reconstituted 
enhanced yellow florescent protein (eYFP) on two different moieities.  If the 
proteins have interactions, the complementary fragments of the fluorescent 
proteins would be brought to close proximity and reformed to its native state.  
From the BiFC assay results, SOC1 was shown to interacts with SR45, HSP20 
and ABC. For every pair of interacting proteins, there are eight possible 
combinations due to different fusion modes. Among these combinations, 
SOC1-cYFP can interact with nYFP-SR45, nYFP-HSP20 and ABC-nYFP and 

















Figure 35. Preliminary screening of SOC1 interacting partners. 
The clones from the yeast two-hybrid screening were picked out and re-

























Figure 36. Yeast two-hybrid assay using newly constructed plasmids with 
BD-SOC1. 










Figure 37. BiFC assay of SOC1 with other interactors. 
DAPI, fluorescence of the reconstituted YFP in vivo. Merge, merge of YFP 





3.6.3 SOC1 might mediate H3K9me3 deposition to repress MIR156E 
To find out whether SOC1 regulates the expression of MIR156E through 
covalent histone modications, we searched for known histone marks on the 
MIR156E genomic locus. The histone code can regulate the level of 
expression by controlling accessibility of other proteins and/or stabilizing the 
interactions between DNA and histones. Interestingly, the region of SOC1 
binding overlapped with the region where H3K9me3 (Histone 3 Lysine9 
trimethylation) is enriched (Figure 38). H3K9me3 and H3K27me3 are highly 
associated with transcriptional repression. This suggests that SOC1 might 
mediate the deposition of H3K9me3 to repress MIR156E expression. We 
performed a H3K9me3 ChIP analysis using pSOC1::SOC1-GR soc1-2 to find 
out whether SOC1 can induce H3K9me3 modification on MIR156E locus. 
Interestingly, the ChIP analysis showed that the region MIR156-2 is 
associated with increased H3K9me3 upon treatment (Figure 39). This region 
is the same region where SOC1 is bound, suggesting that SOC1 mediates the 
deposition of repressive H3K9me3 on MIR156E promoter region.  We have 
tested the interactions between SOC1 with known H3K9 modification 
enzymes such as ASH1, SUVH4, SUVH5 and ELF6, but the results were not 
positive. We have also explored the physical looping of MIR156E locus but 









Figure 38. Compilation of histone modifications over MIR156E genomic 
locus.  
The data was retrieved from online database and arranged to scale (Oh et al., 









Figure 39. ChIP assay of H3K9me3 using inducible pSOC1::SOC1:GR. 
9-day-old seedlings were used for the analysis. The seedlings were treated 
with both cycloheximide (Cyc) and dexamethasone with cycloheximide (Dex 


















The floral transition is one of the most important phase changes in the life 
cycle of angiosperms and the timing of the floral transition determines the 
reproductive success of the plants. Decades of work using genetic analysis on 
Arabidopsis have revealed a complex genetic network that are regulated by 
several genetic pathways, including the photoperiod, vernalization, 
autonomous, GA and thermosensory and aging pathways (Balasubramanian et 
al., 2006; Baurle and Dean, 2006; Boss et al., 2004; Simpson and Dean, 2002; 
Sung and Amasino, 2004; Wang et al., 2009). The floral induction signals are 
transmitted to the floral integrators such as SOC1 to determine the exact 
flowering time. Therefore, SOC1 is placed genetically at the end of the floral 
transition gene network. From the high throughput ChIP-chip study done 
previously, we have mapped SOC1 genome-wide binding sites and isolated 
MIR156E as one of the downstream genes (Tao et al., 2012). In this study, we 
have established a direct link between SOC1 and MIR156E in regulating 




4.1 The slow decline in the level of MIR156E expression is affected by 
SOC1 expression. 
As SOC1 is a MADS-box transcription factor and is one of the main floral 
integrators of flowering time signals, the upregulation of SOC1 in both the 
vasculature and shoot apical meristem can coordinate transcriptional events 
and induce the plant to switch from vegetative to reproductive growth. In 
combination of transcriptome analysis and GUS expression assays, we have 
determined that SOC1 and MIR156E share an inverse relationship with the 
expression of MIR156E decreasing concomitantly with increasing SOC1 
expression in the vasculature. From our work, we have demonstrated that 
SOC1 mediate repression of MIR156E through our ChIP assay and inducible 
SOC1:GR treatment. In young seedlings, the miR156 levels are high and the 
SPL levels are low. However, the levels of miR156 would decrease with age 
and this change in miR156 levels seemed to be independent of known floral 
regulators such as FLC and gibberellins. Thus, this discovery may explain 





4.2 SOC1 represses MIR156E in the vasculature to promote the floral 
transition. 
The upregulation of SOC1 in both the vasculature and shoot apical meristem is 
one of the earliest events in the floral transition. However, the dual actions of 
SOC1 in the vasculature and shoot apical meristem are not well understood. 
SOC1 is suggested to compete with FLC/SVP complex to bind to FT locus in 
the vasculature to promote flowering (Hepworth et al., 2002; Lee et al., 2007; 
Li et al., 2008; Searle et al., 2006). In our study, from the GUS expression 
study and rescue of flowering time of soc1-2 mir156e-1 compared with soc1-2, 
we can establish that SOC1 is required in the vasculature to repress MIR156E 
expression. In addition, with the early flowering of pSUC2::SOC1 and the 
intermediate phenotype of 35S::SOC1 35S::MIR156E, we have identified the 
key role of SOC1 in the vasculature, which is to repress MIR156E expression. 
This obtained result is intriguing as the SOC1 has been thought to promote 





4.3 The repression of MIR156E by SOC1 creates a positive feedback loop 
to promote floral transition. 
The repression of MIR156E by SOC1 would lead to a positive feedback loop 
that promotes floral transition irreversibly. The age-dependent decrease of 
MIR156E expression would lead to the increase expression of its downstream 
SPL genes. This would in turn promote SOC1 expression in the vasculature 
and SAM. The upregulation of SOC1 would not only repress MIR156E but 
also promote the expression of SPL3, SPL4 and SPL5 by directly binding to 
the promoter regions (Jung et al., 2012a). This SOC1-SPL module also 
mediates GA signalling to promote flowering under short days (Jung et al., 
2012a). Furthermore, our SOC1 ChIP-chip data has revealed that SOC1 can 
bind to its own promoter for self-activation (Tao et al., 2012). In all, this 
positive feedback loop from the age-dependent decrease of MIR156 levels 
would inevitably leads to the upregulation of SOC1. While SOC1 expression is 
regulated by various genetic pathways, the upregulation and self-activation of 
SOC1 would amplify the floral promoting signals (Figure 40) when the 












Figure 40. SOC1 mediates the integration of flowering signals in positive 
feedback loops. 
SOC1 mediate the irreversible floral transition through repression of MIR156E 
and activation of SPLs and SOC1 itself. Arrows and bars indicate promoting 






4.4 SOC1 mediates H3K9me3 deposition on MIR156E locus. 
One of the remaining questions that we want to answer is what is the 
mechanism of transcriptional repression of MIR156E by the transcription 
factor SOC1. MADS-box transcription factors are known to bind DNA in 
dimers, which is the most simple molecular unit. Based on the comprehensive 
protein-protein interactome map of nearly all MADS-box transcription factors, 
SOC1 has been found to interact with at least 25 other MADS-box 
transcription factors (de Folter et al., 2005; Immink et al., 2003). Other than 
flowering time control, SOC1 has been involved in the repression of floral 
homeotic MADS-box genes and floral meristem determinancy. SOC1, 
together with AGL24 and SVP, can directly regulate LFY expression through 
SEP3 in the floral meristem (Liu et al., 2009). Furthermore, SOC1, together 
with SVP, AGL24 and SEP4, act redundantly to suppress TFL1 in emerging 
floral meristems (Liu et al., 2013). This shows that SOC1 is involved in many 
developmental processes based on its MADS-box interacting partners. 
 However, to search for other interacting partners other than MADS-box 
transcription factors, we have to perform a yeast two-hybrid screening. In 
elucidating the interacting partners of SOC1, we have identified three putative 
targets SR45, HSP20 and ABC. These targets can also interact with SOC1 in 
BiFC assay. 
The protein SR45 belongs to the highly conserved family of serine/arginine-
rich (SR) proteins that take part in mRNA splicing and other aspects of RNA 
metabolism.  Alternative splicing is common in eukaryotes and it contributes 
to protein diversity. As mentioned in Figure5, the alternative splicing of FLM, 
under the influence of ambient temperature, allows the plant to flower at the 
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appropriate timing to maximise reproductive success. SR45 has been 
previously identified to have a role in flowering time regulation. The sr45-1 
loss-of-function mutant displayed pleiotropic phenotypes such as defects in 
flower and leaf morphology, root growth, and delayed flowering time 
(Carvalho et al., 2010). There are two variants of this gene, SR45.1 and SR45.2, 
and the differentially spliced isoforms have distinct biological functions in the 
shoot and root (Zhang and Mount, 2009). The overexpression of SR45.1 can 
rescue the flower defects but not the root growth defects. On the other hand, 
the overexpression of SR45.2 can rescue the root growth defects but not the 
flower defects. The interaction of SOC1 with SR45 is interesting as both loss-
of-function mutants demonstrated late flowering phenotype. More work would 
need to be done whether SOC1 interacts with SR45 in Arabidopsis. It would 
be interesting to see whether SOC1 would interact specifically to which SR45 
spliced isoforms. 
The protein HSP20 belongs to the family of proteins that are produced by 
plant in response to environmental stress. Heat shock proteins are named 
according to their molecular weight. Thus, HSP20’s molecular weight would 
be around 20kDa (28.9kDa). Many of these proteins acts as chaperones to help 
proteins to fold properly or to help refold proteins that were damaged by 
environmental stress. So far, there has been no report on the characterisation 
of any Hsp20s.  The mutant hsp20-1 (SALK_072401) did not show any late 
flowering phenotype. This could be due to the high level of redundancy 
between the HSP20 homologs.  
The protein ABC is an excinuclease ABC, C subunit. The function of this 
gene is to perform nucleotide excision repair. There have been reports on the 
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transcription-couple DNA repair, in which the RNA polymerase can sense 
DNA damage during transcription and initiate nucleotide excision repair on 
actively transcribed genes (Fidantsef and Britt, 2011; Hanawalt and Spivak, 
2008). The participation of SOC1 with ABC in the repair pathway would need 
to be tested further. 
From the result of the inducible SOC1:GR in soc1-2 background, the levels of 
H3K9me3 modification increased upon Dex treatment. The histone code is 
crucial in epigenetic gene regulation that control genes activity in a spatio-
temporal manner. The post-translational modification on the histone tail would 
yield different outcomes based on the modification patterns. The patterns can 
affect the accessibility of the DNA structure, leading to the activation or 
repression of those genes. There are many kinds of covalent modifications, 
such as acetylation, methylation, phosphorylation and ubiquitination, and they 
can be recognized by specific regulatory proteins or complexes that help to 
regulate the gene expression.  
The histone lysine methylation can occur on histone H3 lysine residues 4, 9, 
27, 36 and 79, and on histone H4 lysine 20. In addition, lysine residues can be 
mono-, di- or trimethylated, adding to the complexity of histone codes. In 
general, methylation on H3K4, H3K36 and H3K79 is associated with active 
transcription, whereas methylation on H3K9, H3K27 and H4K20 is associated 
with gene silencing and heterochromatin. Interestingly, the translocation of 
SOC1:GR upon Dex treatment mediated the increase in H3K9me3 deposition 
at the MIR156E locus. The increase in repressive histone marks at the 
promoter region would decrease the expression of MIR156E. Next, we would 
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focus on whether SOC1 can interact with other H3K9me3 modifiers such as 
KYP, SUVH2 and SUVH6.   
Using a new approach, we are preparing to identify the local epiproteome of 
MIR156E. The local epiproteome refers to the histone modifications at the 
specific locus together with the proteins in association with the region of 
interest. The difficulty in purifying a small region of chromatin lies in the 
recognition of the DNA sequence itself. The conventional approach is to 
attach a region of unique DNA to the gene of interest and transform into the 
organism. After crosslinking, the unique DNA sequence can be recognised by 
specific proteins that can be pulled down and the samples can be used for mass 
spectrometry (Byrum et al., 2012; Byrum et al., 2013). With the prokaryotic 
CRISPR (Clustered Regularly Interspaced Palindromic Repeats) system used 
for genome editing (Mali et al., 2013), we can isolate the region of interest 
using immunoprecipitation by generating sequence-specific Cas9 nuclease 
(without the cleavage activity) (Waldrip et al., 2014). We have generated the 
vectors that harbour the inactive Cas9 (D10A H840A) under SOC1 and 
MIR156E promoters. In addition, the Cas9 has been modified to carry a 2x HA 
tag to allow for immunoprecipitation. We have transformed the construct and 





4.5 Concluding remarks 
The transition from vegetative to reproductive phase in angiosperms is 
controlled by endogenous and environmental signals. The main flowering 
promotion pathways converge on the upregulation of two flowering pathway 
integrators, FLOWERING LOCUS T (FT) and SUPPRESSOR OF 
OVEREXPRESSION OF CONSTANS1 (SOC1), in Arabidopsis. SOC1 is 
expressed mainly in the leaves and SAM, and its expression increases as the 
plant proceeds during the floral transition. Despite extensive genetic and 
molecular studies, the mechanisms underlying which SOC1 regulates 
downstream genes are largely unknown. Through SOC1 chromatin 
immunoprecipitation followed by tilling arrays (ChIP-chip), we have selected 
a microRNA gene, MIR156E, as a potential downstream target of SOC1 and 
characterized how SOC1 mediates MIR156E expression in a spatial-temporal 
manner during the floral transition.  
In performing time-course analysis with Arabidopsis seedlings under long-day 
conditions, the expression of MIR156E decreased concomitantly with an 
increase in SOC1 expression as the seedlings grow. ChIP experiment using 
pSOC1::SOC1:2HA in soc1-2 transgenic line demonstrated that SOC1 binds 
to the genomic region 2kb upstream of the MIR156E locus. Using an inducible 
pSOC1::SOC1:GR line in soc1-2 background, we have demonstrated that 
SOC1 can directly repress MIR156E when the seedlings were treated with 
dexamethasone. This repression is likely to occur at the vasusculature based 
on the promoter GUS assay. In addition, the repression could be due to 
H3K9me3 deposition at the MIR156E promoter region. Based on genetic 
studies, the soc1-2 mir156e-1 double mutant showed earlier flowering than 
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soc1-2, suggesting that mir156e-1 rescues soc1-2 late flowering to a certain 
degree. These observations suggest that SOC1 regulates MIR156E at the 
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